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Another E. Tampa
Project put On Hold
SEE PAGE 7

Leaders Respond To
Dumpsite .on·2~ St.
SEE PAGE 2

E Teens Charged

With Robbery
SEE PAGE 23

KING AND QUEEN OF
TAMPA DISTRICT
. Bryce Moragne and Sydney Miller were crowned
King and Queen of the . Tampa District of the AME
Church. The ceremony was held at the.Mount Olive
AME Church. The pastor, Reverend James Givins
· presided. The King and Queen were crowned by
Presiding Elder Theodore and Mrs. Phyllis Andrews. ·
Bryce and Sydney are members of Allen Temple AME
.Church, Rev. Willie Cook, pastor. Their parents are
Altelio and Deion Moragne and Steven and Carlita
Mill~r, Ill. (Photograph by Lomax M-cintyre)
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FEATURES

Residents, Leaden:. Discuss
Dumpsite On 22n Street
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter

Residents and civic association
leaders have spoken out on a
pro9osed drop-off center on
22n Street just north of Sligh
Avenue.
David McCary, City of
Tampa Solid Waste Director,
wants to use 3 to 4 acres of the
22-acre site as a drop-off center.
Comments on the proposed
site are mixed, but most feel the
proposed location is not a good
idea.
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BY ANTIONE DAVIS
Sentinel StaffWriter

think they should do a better job
of enforcement against the
abusers of illegal dumping,
instead of putting the burden on
taxpayers and residents. It
makes no sense to dump it at
one site, pick it up, and take it to
another site for disposal. That's
not cost effective, and the proposed area has no industrial ·
components. No one wants this
near or in their community."
GWEN MILLER
City Council Chair

ROBERTSCO'IT
.....President, River
Grove Association
Robert Scott, President of
the River Grove Civic
Association: "We don't want
.
Businessman Marvin that ·in our community. I think
Knight: "The proposed area is it's a disgrace. Why do they want
closed in. I drove through there, to put everything undesirable
and there are a lot of housing near Black communities? We've
renovations. going on. The river always had a beautiful commuis close by, a baseball park is nity and this is not what we
close, and other areas that , need. We're totally opposed to it
would be affected by this pro- being located at that site. Help
us to keep our community clean
ject.
"There's no guarantee there . by putting this somewhere .else.
won't be hazardous waste We just don't want drop off cendumped into the nearby. river. I ters or dumps near our homes."

Inmate Responsible For
Prison Ministry Dies Before
Receiving Justice

Gwen Miller, City Council
. Chairperson: "My opinion is we
need it, but not at that location.
It's too close to the adjoining
neighborhood. If it closes down,
we'll be stuck with it. Perhaps
there needs tQ be more research
into the problem of how to deal
with illegal dumping. Maybe
once a month, citizens should
put on the ·curb everything they
don't want, and we'll get rid of
it."

MARVIN KNIGHT
•.... Businessman

THOMAS SCOTT
City Councilman

· City Councilman Thomas
Scott: "The community doesn't
want it at that location. I've
received phone calls and e-mails
objecting to that site. We have
only one of these in the city, and
it's in South Tampa.
· "I don't think illegal dumping
is being addressed properly in
East Tampa. Looking at the
entire city, why is East Tampa a
favorite spot? Most of the illegal
dumping is taking place when
this
facility will be closed. The
~ W~ You Hurtt
• Need Your Car F'IXed!
hot spot areas for illeg~l dump• Need A Good Doctor And • Need A Ride To The Doctor! ing need better surveillance.
Someone Who Will Properly
The community is opposed and
Friendly and Courteous
other options need to be looked
Staff Members
Document Your Case!
at."
·
-Joseph Robinson, President
If You Answered YES To Any Of Thea
of the Sulphur Springs Action
Questions. Then You Need To Call Me Now
League: "Residents in this area
feel it's a good idea. Our area
has been used as a dumping site
..Having Been In Several Accidents
for
a long time, and it would be
Myself. I Know Just What To Do
a great convenience.
To Get The Best Results For Vou"ll
"I don't thiRk we will have any
adverse affects from this project.
Before You Sign Up With Anyone Else, Call He. My Services Are FREE The close proximity to our area
And Can Help Keep You From Making A Costly Mistake!
is very appealing to residents
who complain about having to
go so far to get rid of items."
. Betty Wiggins, CEO/East
Tampa Busin.ess and Civic
Association: "Not speaking on
behalf of the association, I
would not be in favor of this. I
don't believe putting this in the
heart of a community will solve
the problem of illegal dumping.
I would be against this and we
aren't a dumping ground.
"We're still paying the price for
dump sites that were located in
areas where there are homes. I
think we need to speed up the
efforts to catch th e illegal
Must be 21 YtNIIrs of ese. heve e credit cerd &
dumpe rs, and the penalties
e velld driver's license. while we do vour work.
should be stiffer. There has to be
Minimum $1.500.00 Estimate. Provided Br.
I think it's well
COREY'S CLASSIC PAINT G. BODY consequences.
intentioned, but ill advised."

Horace Jolly
was scheduled to
go before Judge
Horace Jolly should have
Robert Foster
never been sentenced to life in
in February for
prison for murder. He should ~....-~~~,.;;;J his appeal, but
have never served 33 years for a
Judge Foster
HORACE became ill and
crime he didn't commit. He
JOLLY postponed the
should have never had to appeal
to the Florida Supreme Court to hearing. Jolly never had the
overturn his case for lack of evi- chance to make his appeal
dence, and he should not have before the local judge.
died in 1aulkenburg Jail on
"We were all looking forward
May ·3ot before he had the to him being released and comchance to be heard by a judge.
ing out soon. I know that I had
Jolly, 54, died at the made ·at least seven trips to
Hillsborough County jail after Tallahassee while he was going
suffering a seizurL on the morn- through the process of appealing of May 30t . Jolly had ing to the Florida Supreme
undergone eye surgery earlier Court," said Rev. Abe Brown,
this year and was taking pain senior pastor of First Baptist of
medication . . However, his College Hill.
health slowly began to fail.
Rev. Brown says Jolly was
Jolly was accused of killing a the reason he started his wellcab driver in 1973, and was known Prison Crusade mingiven a life sentence at the age istry. Jolly played football for
of21.
Rev. Brown while he was a
Deacon Edward Jolly, coach at Blake High School.
Horace's uncle, says that his
·"After he got arrested I made
nephew had a great opportunity a pledge to not just teach footto be freed after serving over ball to young men, but also
three decades behind bars.
teach them how to live," said
"He had been writing letters Rev. Brown.
of appeal to Hillsborough,
"Horace was working on
Pasco and Pinellas County since becoming a paralegal once he
2005 to have a hearing and pos- was released," said Edward
sibly have his case overturned. Jolly. "I had sent him the textHe was rejected countless books, and he had passed two
times, so he appealed to the exams that would help him with
Florida Supreme Court, and . his career goals. This is a bitter
they allowed him a hearing," situation because he was truly
on his way."
)
said Edward Jolly.

HAVE YOU BEEN
INJURED--IN A

• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
• EMINENT DOMAIN .

NEW LOCATION
320 W. Kennedy Blvd. • Suite 720
259-4444
.
Former Asst. Attorney General for Florida
Former Hillsborough County l'rosecutor
The hiring of a lawyer is an important i.lccision that should nut be based solely upon
adverti')e!IIents Betore you decicde, a.~k ll~ to ~'11~ you free written intinmation ahout
our ~ualifications and experience.
·

501 E. Kennedy Blvd. Suite 1225
~
Tampa~ FL 33602 . (i@,_!(b~
~

.
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Phone #: (813) 223-3900
The hiring o~ a lawyer is an imponaiu deci<ion :111d should not be b3sed solely upon advmisemenls. llefore
you deade. ask us to send you free written infonoation about our qualifications omd experience.
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Community Meeting To Discuss
Central Park Set For dune 7
Central Park's past, present and future will be discussed at an upcoming meeting hosted by the City of
Tampa. There will be a
C9mmunity Kick-Off &
Visioning Session on June
7th, and business and property owners, as well as past
and future residents are
asked to attend.
·Michael· Hatchett is the
urban development manager
for Central ·Park ·and the
Heights project'. He says the
meeting will ''g ive residents
and business owners the
opportunity to express 'their
ideas, and see the vision of
EDAW, Inc. , the company
redeveloping Central Park·
Village.
"We plan on hosting 3 or 4

public meetings to keep the
community updated on
what's happening with
Central Park, and hear their
input on the development,"
said Hatchett. "This is part
of the 5 to 7-year strategic
action plan that has been
put in place for 'the project
by the City of Tampa."
Hatchett says a consulting team consisting of
EDAW and city representatives will be on hand to give
backgr'o und information on
the area.
EDAW's project manager
Donald Shockey, Senior
Planner Ellen Heath and
project consultant Fredalyn
Frasier are scheduled to be
present to answer questions.
"We want to help design a

plan of action for Central
Park that will be beneficial
to the potential residents,
investors and business owners," said Hatchett. "We're
going to have future meetings in early August and late
October so we can continue
developing a plan for the
· area."
. . .
.
The Community Kick-Off
& Visioning Session will be
on June 7th ai Booker T .
Washington · ·Elementary
. School located at 1407
Estelle Street at 6:30 p.m.
For more information,
please call (813) 274:7972.
Reporter I Writer
Antione Davis can be
reached at (813) 248·1921.
He can also be reached at
adauis@flsentinel.com. ·

Weii
. .Known
Educator Passes
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer

Union of Black Episcopalians
(U.B.E .),· Tampa Coalition
For Change, Sociedad La
On Ft:iday, June 1st, Mr.
Union
M'a rti
Maceo,
Roosevelt James Baker,
Middleton Alumni, The Elks,
Sr., passed away at Ta mpa
a nd a Grand 32nd Degree
General Hospital.. He was 87.
Mason.
Mr. Baker was a n~tive .of
Mr. Baker is probably best
Midway, Florida before movknown as a shop instructor at
ing to Tamp a 'wQ.ere ·he
· Middleton for more than 25
resided for over 70 years. He
. years, beginning in 1949. He
·was a graduate of Middleton
also taught at Memorial High
Senior High School,· Class of
School and was a department
1939, a U. S. Navy WWII
head at Hillsborough High
Vet eran, and graduate of
School.
Flori d a A&M Unive r s ity
Mr. Baker was very active
where he earned a master's · . · ROOSEVE,LT BAKER, SR.
until about a month ago when .
degree in Industrial Arts.
family members,.said he com· Mr. Baker was also a Fraternity, Ada T. Payne plained of hypertension and
·member of Phi Beta Sigma Friends of~he Urban Library,
problems battling prostate
cancer.
According to his daughter,
Frances, her father enjoyed
eating, building di.fferent
.
.
things and spending time
with his family.
"H e also loved to ·travel,
a ttend church, and being a
part of several organizations. ·
He worked on several homes
throughout the area designing doors and cabinets for
· them.
"We really enjoyed him
talking about Tampa's Black
History, espeCially Central
Avenue."
Mr. Baker will always be
r emembe r ed not only a s a
dynamic teacher, but also as
a very influential individual
who molded the lives of many
young people.
Mr. B~er leaves to cher.ish his memory h is wife of
many · years,
Frances ·
Andrews Baker, 6 children,
1467 Tampa Park Plaza
and 19 grandchildren.
@ Nebraska Ave. & Scott St.
. Funeral services are pending at this time with Wilson
the Htrln9 Of AlaW't!r lslnlmll4113ntDetlslon That Should Not Be BasedSolelv Upon Advertisements. Belare
You De ctde.ls~ the laW<~er To send Yom Free lnlonnatton lbaut Their Qultncauans lnd hpertenca.
Funeral Home in charge.
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Elderly Man
AlloYied To Return
To Apartments
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BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer
Mr. Oscar Williams was
angry and depressed over his
eviction from the Jewish
Towers Retirement Center.
He even sough~ the aid of
Bay Area Legal Services to
stave off his eviction, but
was unsuccessful.
· : "I was basically homeless
and had no where to go. I
had contacted the Office of
V~teran Affairs for help, but
nothing was done. I really
had no where to go."
Mr. Williams said· he
prayed . that everything
would work out, and last
week he was surprised when
the Jewish Towers allowed
him to return.
"Everything is fine and all'
of the problems are forgotten.
"I' owe a lot of thanks to my
son and daughter who
helped me find a place to
stay and helped me get back
in here. I don't like being
alone, and being around
other people makes me feel
like I'm still alive."

OSCAR WILLIAMS

·Being homeless for the
first time in his life, Mr.
Williams said it is not a
happy experience for anyone.
"Now, I understand how
they feel. Not having place
to call home can be very
depressing. Just knowing
you're wanted somewhere
makes big difference."
Mr. WUliams said he's
completely settled in at the
Jewish Towers, ·and all the
past issues have been
· resolved.
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uThe Voice of Our Community
Speaking for ltse(f'

· Call: (813) 248-19Zl
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Black People Divinely Chosen

w.w. A - .

to over some 400 years hence.
We are the only people taken
;: ·•
:We as a people from Africa to America, a
•• i
realize and com- strange land to serve white
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,.,,,,,,,!,:,,,,,,,:,,, prebend the relevancy
people; the judgment is on
of scriptural prophecy espe- America for the greatest crime
cially when juxtaposed with against humanity. The Jews
the Bible. Genesis 15:13-14 claim they are the chosen peoreads: "And he said unto ple, but this was rebutted in
Abraham, know of a surety
John 8:33: "They answered
that thy seed shall be a
stranger in a land that is not him, we be Abraham's seed,
theirs, and shall serve them; and were never in bondage to
and they shall afflict them any man; how sayest thou: Ye
four hundred years. And also shall be made free?" Jesus
that nation, whom they shall goes further in Matthew
serve, will I judge; and after- 5:17, "Think not that I am
ward shall they come out with ' come to destroy the law, or
great substance."
the prophets: I am not come
History records our slavery . to destroy, but to fulfill."
from the time period of - Let us take this a bit further;
around 1555-1619 in America Matthew 21:~, "Jesus saith
(Series)

1174-11131 (1t1t)

C. Bly1he And-•
1to1-1VT7 (1145)
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C. BLYTHE ANDREWS, JR. CHAIRMAN
•
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GWEN HAYES, EDITOR
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$87.00-Per Year One Edition.
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ITo A Blind Prodigal Sonll
Jj.
:!ji: ; ; · · ·- · •: :~~:;~hr;:~~~=~=::~ ~; ~oc~!ao!~edh~:~:~

unto them, did ye never read
in the scriptures, the stone
which the builders rejected,
the same is become the head
of the corner : this is the
Lord's doing, and it is marvelous in our eyes?" This analyzed means; stone is {people)
that the builders rejected. The
Founding Fathers of America
rejected Black people by
declaring them only 3 /5
human in 1789 when writing
their Constitution. No other
people fit this description like
Black people who are becoming the head of this Corner,
and such being the Lord ~ s
doing , "marv-elous in His
eyes."
We must study to find the
truth.

, ,, ,, ,, ,_, , , :., ,,.,, , , , , , editonally were not all our detractors or ene
mies. Many of them were and continue to be our
friends, readers and allies. To them and perhaps even
you, who may have expected or hoped for any angry
response to a fellow editorialist's comments, we
humbly-beg your pardon. Our anger will not be seen
~ on this printed page.
c
What people suspected would get our goat was a
a: series of columns published in a local daily newspaLL
c per. Subject of the series was a Southern Black liberal
z arts college where the columnist had most recently
< been a full-fledged professor. Obviously, things had
~ not gone well. According to our _counterpart, his expecCJ) rience was a nightmare to say the l_e ast!
w However, when smoke cleared and ink dried, what
:::::)
remained was a salvo against certain Black colleges
.... and
universities that became a de facto slap against
>
a:
most all Black colleges -and universities ..• even the
.-· guess I'm losing my more, he was heading for the already, but Lady Andrea
w
Black university which was the colum~ist's alma
">
: edge when it coim!s· to · Panhandle -'-- ·or · so they was the first to arrive early .in
w mater, Bethune-Cookman College.'
hurricane aware'ne'ss . thought.
· May.
·
c · . Allow us to speak, not in defense, but in factual histoLast Friday morning, I lisAt any rate, Sir Barry
. Hurricane forecasters have
w
::1: ry. The debt owed Black colleges and universities by
tened.to the news as I dressed wasn't in a cooperative mood. predicted that this will be an
CJ)
United States of America is one that could never be
for work. Tlie weather fore- Clearly, he wasn't interested in active season. And, if this is
:::i the
m paid if this nation lived to lie a thousand years old. Yes, caster promised rain for the · following the instructions of any indicator, then folks really
:::::) our colleague's experience was regrettable. But his
weekend.
weather forecasters. After all, shouldn't wait until the last ·
a..
written response to his experience was not only reckI was okay with that because . HE was the storm, right?
minute to get ready.
z .lessly
resentful, but because it painted. a stereotypical · . we really needed it. My grass· .. So Sir~ Barry did what
Sir Barry is a prime
lij picture, it even now runs the risk of ruining the great
looked more like hay and was most tropical storms do-- it example of just how quickly
work Black institutions of higher education have done
making that crunching sound .did exactly w?at it wanted to conditions can change .. Most
:::::) through the years. m No, we're not angry at . counterpart who no doubt, when you walk across it. So,··. · and charted 1ts own course. . were unaware ·that a storm
thought of rain was a wei- We suddenly found ourselves
b
· Th' h ld
.!I was smacked on ·the baek repeatedly for what only he therned
relief. . ., , .
.
. ht . th . 1.ddl 0 f th
was even rewmg. IS s ou
w
CO
z could have done, _peefully aDd blindly. But we hope
. _ e . serve 'as a warning for every- · ·
rtiogrm-!!n_ -:__e._ m
__·,·. . . ~
Th
_e forecaSter said nothing· S
one. - ·
that in time, when his aapr abates, he wiD return to
about a tropical storm. It was · Some people i" _the bay
June •st was the first ~fa
Ill -the Blaek coUege he trashed so aeverely, aDd that he
nowhere on the horizon. So, . area expeti¢n.ced the _strong,
.
fl)
will
do
what
he
should
have
done
in
the
bepnning:
12 :-da.y no t~x on hur_ricane
my
surprise
when
I
gusty
winds,
some
endured
imagine
·c WORK TO MAKE mE COLLEGE WHAT IT OUGIIT TO
Q
arrived home and sWitched on lightning, and others were just supphe~ pe~u~d ..Take ad~anBE! And if h~ thinks it :cannot ~ done, tell him to go . the television to catch -the saturated .with. rain. But, . tage while you still h~ve t1me.
0 ask Booker T. Washington, Macy McCieod Bethune . evening news!
regardless of what happened, - Wh~n it c?nies to .hurricanes,
u.. and George Was~gton Carver how they survived!
There he was alive and in the second tropical depression - it is truly b~tter to have ~nd
living color -- none other of the season came for a visit.
don't ~eed,_ than to need and
Many may have forgotten . don't have.
than Sir Barry. And, what's

Sir Barry . Who?
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World To Changel
lyrics to John Mayer's chart busting song,
"Waiting on the World to Change,, reminds us
the 'waitirig' mentality that we as Americans
have adopted when it comes to changes we expect to
take place in the world around us. Too few of us actually do anything to make the change come faster, if at
all.
For instance, how many times have you heard someone say they can't wait until the White House
Admhiistration serves out its term - maybe, just
maybe, we can ~nd the war in Iraq? Or, how often have
: you seen elders shake their heads about the increase
~ in the number of our children who without conscien~e,
~ rape, rob and murder ·us because they are allowed to

I

•

run the stre~ts without supervision? So, we wait ·for law enforcement and the judicial system to take care of them.
,
.. ·
·
Meanwhile~ we wait on the Federal Food and Drug Administration to do something about our farm-raised fish, chicken and pork that are being fed food laced
with cancer-causing, bone marrow and liver damaging chemicals from China.
Millions of us cough, wheeze and hack our way through 'polluted' air, waiting on
somebody - anybody - to enact and enforce clean air legislation ·and policies. Over
73% of Americans are waiting on a Democratic Congress to get 'off its duff and put
. an end to a winless war in Iraq, while more than 100 troops die monthly. Waiting
for the world to change, we are!
·
Thus, it .appears global warming will melt glaciers,- kill all the polar bears, seals
and most of the fish in the sea while we wait on industrial leaders to make up their
minds to stop infusing carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. Well, the time for waiting is over. When was the last time you actually called and talked to a state legislator, congressional representative, city councilperson or county commissioner? We
encourage each of you to stop waiting on the world to change. Act now before it's
too late. Remember: Our world is more than just a song. So, what are you waiting
for?
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Death Stalks Midtown?

~

~ ··-~~~~-,S~i~:ot:~sfsu;:~ ~~~~t~:~ki~:~~~~wa:l~~~ de~~~p::~~~~~h; f::~~ove-

• · .·.·•·• < Raymond wasn't his
Raymond ... which is proba. . . . . . . . .• • • • • • •_.•.•.•.•.•. .•
real name, but it'll do for the bly why he always graduated
~>area where the majori- businesses there are largely ment of the area is a must.
benefit of telling this story. with the rest of his class. For,
ty of African-Americans live. Black owned and operated.
But by the same token, a
And by the way, this is a true though he could not spell his
The area was once known for
A full service post office is greater effort must be made
story ... a million times over!
name or the words "dog" or
decay, poverty, filth, over- located in the community to make and keep the area
To be honest, the story "cat," Raymond was never
grown lots, vacant lots, a lack along with a performing arts safe.
How do you do this? I have
doesn't begin in high school. left behind.
of economic development and theater and much more. In
Actually, it begins in junior
"FCAT? WHAT'S THAT?"
yes, even crime.
the beginning, the talk in no idea. All I know is that it
high school... middle school, During the years Raymond
A lot of that has changed. Midtown was the epic turn- must be done. Those that
as some people call it. That was in school, there was no
Mayor Rick Baker and his around of the area that used have been the driving forces
was where I first met such thing as FCAT. No matadministration have done a to be called South St. behind the rebirth of
Raymond, a young Black kid ter. Even if there were,
marvelous job of changing the Petersburg.
Midtown should certainly be
who could play baseball, foot- Raymorid·would have gotten
community. Economic develThat is no longer the case. A able to come up with some
ball and basketball as if some- around it because Raymond
opment and
physical more pressing and deadly solutions.
If people fear coming into
body in Heaven invented the was a baseball, fo~tball, bas- · improvements are taking conversation has emerged as
sport with just Raymond in ketball, track and field star!
place all over the place.
the talk of the town. It seems, Midtown, you can bet that it
mind. He could run so fast He was the only student in
Right in the midst of along with the economic won't be long before busiand so hard, we fellow stu- high school to have a sweater
Midtown is a larg~ shopping development and physical nesses move out and decay,
center anchored
by A
a improvements has come an poverty, and other ghetto
d ents starte d ca II'mg h'1m with five varsity letters on it!
Sweetbay
Supermarket.
"Custer" because there was No, he hardly knew what the
brand ofthe Bayfront Medical increase in the number of conditions move back in.
no way in our minds that letters meant, but he was
Center, and a branch campus shootings and murders in Midtown has come too far.
Gen. Custer could have out- exceedingly proud of them
of St. Petersburg College sit in Midtown.
Good
people
of St.
run those Indians any faster nonetheless.
Midtown.
The minute Midtown is Petersburg, don't let it
than Raymond could run
And when it came to
Jordan Park, the public mentioned, immediately you regress.
around that track. ·
Raymond's lack of emotionhousing project, has been get the, "yep; but so much
Somehow, some way, stop
In other words, Raymond al control, that was taken care
torn down and replaced by killing is going on there." the senseless killings that are
was an All-American, even of also. He always had a
stylish one, two ~nd four fam- That is not a good reputation gqing on. Do this and it will
ily units. Two large strip for the continued growth and be long live Midtown.
though he was no more than coach, dean, teacher or somethirteen years old! But there body to put in a .good word for
was something else that him or "go his bond," if ever
Raymond wa~ ... or should I and whenever (more so
say, that Raymond wasn't.
"wkenever") Raymond was
What Raymond wasn't was accused of choking, kicking or
SMART! I remember one day, hitting someone ... especially if
in the eighth grade, the that someone was a member
teacher wrote something ori of the· opposite sex. Explained
the blackboard, called Raymond, he meant no
Raymond up to the hoard, harm, "I just love hard," said
·
· · · ·• · : ast week, my vehicle · some of us have "graduated" at 813-254-4278. The operaasked Raymond what ft was hef
she. had written in chalk, and
So, is there any wonder that
oke down. Aside from even considering riding tors were courteous, but for
try as he might, Raymond Raymond made it to the
the fact that it the city bus. Today, there those with computers, go to
could _not figure it out! It. was Major Leagues. And is there
ruined the · rest of my ·are two vehicles in most www.bartline.com. With
Raymond's . name the · any wonder his personal life
evening, I calmed ~yself by . American
households. ease, it's fast to "Plan Your
teacher had written on the developed a rap-sheet, fiye
repeating,,"Well, Sherna, at . "Despite being :demonized Trip" online with HART. Ali
blackboard, and Raymond· miles long? And is there any_. least you got everybody ·.fQr >years·, :the' automobile '1 did , was iyp,E! . in: )he
just
stood
there,
gigglinghis
to mystery why · or how ·· homeandyou'renotstuckin maybe the. g'teatest.inven.-: :_, address~s ofgoth
himself
and
scratching
. rr.iy.
. begin~
head in confusion.
.
Ra~on~ was. able to beat ~t soine God-forsaken· place on ·-. tion.. pf t&~ p'~~t 2.30 .years. ning an~ ending_<l~stin·ations·
But Raymond had another all, mcludmg his once beauti- ··· the side of the road where no ; · Mass-produced automobiles ·· and HART provided me with
disability. HE' would lose his· ful wife? . Why? BECAUSE ' ;. one·can gett~ you.'' ·. . ..... :_· vastly in~~eased the mobility,· · · three' route choices . .. Jt was
temper at .the drop of hat! . EVERYBODY LOVED RAYThe next morning,·~ kne~ . income 1 and·-quality of life ·. so cool!
; .,
'
.
.
And if you didn't have a hat, MOND! WHY? BECAUSE
that I .needed to do some- .' for the· average· American.
With gas prices skyrockr
N ot to · · men
" t'IOn · · th a t ·.eting,
··· It
· wont
... • b e 1ong
· b e1ore
r
,.
h e'd l ose h'Is temper anyway.1 , RAYMOND COULD HIT
,
t h·.mg to ensure mob··1·
11ty 10r
Things got so ba:ci'ttiat even .·. 'fHAT BALL LIKE NOBO!>Y S
the rest of the day for.every- "Automobiles allowed blacks $4 per gallon is reaiity.
our woodshop teacher ':-··.w~o ~1• BUSINESS! ' By t?e .. way, _ one's .benefit(s} until my ·:and other minorities to HART's '.' model approach is .
was known not to take any · Raymond had a son,
th
mechanic could get to .my escape eir oppressors.
foolishness from anybody- Raymond, Jr. And guess
f designed to meet the trans.
0
vehicle.
More .than " h~lf·
: .por.tation needs 9f a. varied
addressed brother Raymond who Raymond, Jr. grew to
as "Yessir," and "No, Sir!" But ' be just like? (Funny story...
Imme~iately, I thought of American vehicles are on the . customer b~se, ~educe conin spite of his hair-trigger isn't it)
Tampa's ow~ •. J:IAR.T. Now, :: road with:onlr.<;me_passt:n- ·'gestion an'd imyToVe -air
,
. . . . · .,. · ger: the driver: <Don't believe
l'ty" M th ·. · ? F
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Voice of Our Community Speaking for Itself'
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248-1921

·

Name:
Mailing Address:
-~
c·tty..
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I

I
.Mail Or Bring Payment To:
1 2207 E. 21st Ave., Tampa, FL 33605
I~ • Money Order • Credit Cards Only!
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:
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Check One

6 Months - $44

.I
.
I
1 Year - S87 I

I____________ _.: ______________________ _.
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sands of Amencan workers
sta~d 0~ bus stops across the
natiOn m the wee hours of
h
· .
.
b f
t e m~rmng, JUSt e o~e
dawn m the dark bags m
hand: bicycles
·tow,
attache and briefcases
throng about their shoul. ders, "waiting on ·the bus."
So, last week, when I found
myself without reliable
transportation, I picked up
my phone and called HART

in

It's their gas, their drivers
and their air co'nditioning.
Ri ht
An .
d
g now,
1encans spen
$40-$85. weekly buving gas.
•
· Looking ·to put ~ d.ent in
petroleum compames financial statements and beat the
gas alt~rnative? Knock 'em
this powerful punch!
Try the "get-up-and-go'' ~
alternative. Go HART, Baby! G)
Peace Be Unto You.
~
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LookWho's
Sweet Sixteenl
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REBECCA And MARIO
JASMINE ANDREWS
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Happy birthday to our precious, "Baby Girl."
Jasmine turned 16 on June 3, 2007. She celebrated her
big day with her family and friends.
Love and best wishes from your parents, Isaac and
Rebecca; your sister, Maria; gr,IUldparents, aunts, uncles,
all your cousins; and your godmother, Eleara Jordan.

~

cC/)

Yo! Boo! On the day I want
you to know that I'm always
thinking about you.
So, may you have a very
special day on this here,
your birthday.
·
With loving thoughts of
you. Love ; peace, truth,
equality and faithfulness all
our days. Rebecca.

Happy Birthday,
Ms. Fee

w
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From Washington, D. C., happy birthday, Renee.
From your husband, William Harris.
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EDGUARDO, bj{.a.,
SMURF

Failing G ..·a des?
Low Test Sco:res?
Being Held Back?

BIG MOMMA
And COCKY

Our little man is turning
the big 6 on 6/11 and will
celebrate with family and
friends at MacFarland Park
on 6/9. Love· you, Smurf.
Spunk, Dwight and
Papa.

Birthday wishes are being
sent out to Big Momma,
who will be turning the big
50, 6/19, Cocky, the big 28,
6/1, and Ms. Zyion, 8 on
6/20.

II.Happy Anniversary I
LL.

Happy anniversary to the .
love of my life my husband, · ·
Victor L. Finley. Your
. soul mate and one true
love.
It's been 18 long years
but we're still standing and
we're still together. I love
you and always will.
Love, your beautiful wife, ·
Joyce A. Finley: · . ~

-LErr lTS liELP!

- (R) 1\'IS. FEE And
(L) MS. DIVINE

Be Motivated! Be Confident! Be Successful!
Be a part of the fun .and excitement •••

May your day be as special
to you, like you are to everyone you come in . contact
with. I love you cousin for
making it do what it do .
Happy birthday!, Continue
t.o be that Rough Rider! May
God bless and keep you!!!
Love, Ms. Divine.

SUMMER CAMP
."W~ .Wt ~ ~ ~!"

$100 OFF ·a~a·lore.Jilna10'h
< ' '\

'·

'PLUS: F~~~ · TUT0~1:"N6t

A_$,s.·oo v~lue
For more information call:

Learning Is ForEver Educational Services, LLC

••••••••••••

451-1934 967-3656
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• For length. fullness or body· Good for all hair types · Lasts ur:> to 8 weeks
• Need only 2" of hair to start· Shampoo
other day
- - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - -
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.Joshua Group
Project Put On Hold
Last Thursday, the Tampa
City Council voted to continue
discussion on the rezoning
request of the Josnua Group
until July 26th.
The Joshua Group has pur- .
chased land just north of
Osborne Avenue at 22nd
Street with plans of building
3-story townhomes.
City Councilman Thomas
Scott said he asked for the
continuance because the
group hadn't touch· all of the
factors before coming before
Council.
.
"When the community
CITYCOUNCILMAN
speaks to us on July 26th in a .
' THOMAS SCOTT
public hearing, that's when cerns as they had for the
we'll make a decision on the Randhawa project. I think
rezoning request."
there's a lot of mjsinformation
Councilman Scot t said going on about the project."
the property is already zoned
Johnson said residents in
for the kind of structures the the area should drive around
group ·wants to build . The and see the design of some of
rezoning request is for per- the older homes in the area.
mission to exceed the number
"Another issue was access,
of units that can be put on the where there is one way in and
site.
one way out. There are· other
City of Tampa East Tampa areas such as Knoll wood
Development Manager, Ed Manor who already have that
Johnson, said a community rriakeup. I think there are
meeting was held with resi- other issues at work in oppo-·
dents in the area to ·discuss sition to the project."
the project, but nothing was
Joh n son said one resident
resolv_ed.
felt a nearby day care center's ·
"They are against it. They business would be adversely
veiced some of the same con- • affected and felt the proposed

ED J OHNSON

project would encroach on her
property.
"I· think people need to get
more-involved on these projects to find out what's. really
going on before they object to
them."
Harry Dean, representing
the Joshua Group, could not
be reached for comment.
The East Tampa Business
and Civic Association has not
met with any representatives
of the Joshua Group and no
community meeting has been
planned at this time. ·.
Reporter Leon B. Crews
can be reac h ed at (8 13 )
248-0724, or e-mailed at
leon@flsetinel.com.
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Military Retirement For
·Former Tampa Resident

~

Lieutenant Colonel
Lorenzo Spencer (U. S.
Army) was the guest of
honor May 11, 2007 when a
Retirement Ceremony was
held at the Federal Reserve
Building, Main Conference
Room. Colonel Hubert W.
Newman, Director, Command, Control, Communications,
and
Computer
Systems Directorate, .hosted
the event . .
In 1985, LTC Spencer
graduated from Florida A &
M University Army ROTC
Program as a Distinguished
Military Graduate. He has a
Bachelor's of Science Degree
in Electronics Engineering
Technology.
LTC Spencer has served
in several military positions.
Since 2005, he has served as
the Division Chief of the
Plans · and Operations
Branch in the Command,
Control, Communications,
and Computer Systems
Directorate at US Southern
Command in Miami, FL.
He has an extensive mili:
tary education and has
received numerous awards.
LTC Spencer is the son of
Ms. J essie Spencer and the
late Johnny C. Jackson of
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LTC LORENZO SPENCER

Tampa. He is a 1980 graduate of Tain pa Bay Tech High
School. He is married to the
former And r ea Turner of
Jonesboro, LA and the coupie has 5 children: Mariana,
Lorenzo, J r., Isaiah,
Azaria and Mariah.
The family will relocate to
the New Orleans, LA area
(Raceland, LA). LTC (Ret.)
Spencer will teach Military
Science .in a local high school
(JROTC).
.
The couple will continue
giving leadership to their
ministry, Lorenzo and
. Andre·a Spencer Ministry,
Inc., a ministry associated
with
Faith · Christ
Fellows.h ip, Tulsa, ·oK,
·under the ·leadership of Pat
Harrison . The ministry
'began in 1994. The couple
recently returned from an
Ethiopian ,mjssion.
·Gwen Hayes, Editor, can
be reached at (813) 2481921 or emailed 'at
editor@flsentinel. com.

Mee.t.Your Nei!!hbors. Make New Friends!
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cation Bible ·school

.June·5-7th • 6:30 P.M. ·.. 8 P~ M
Community Picnic .. June ·9th
· Nuccio Park 12 Noon- Until
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Proposed Budget Cuts
Tied To Property Taxes

Next week, legislators will
meet in a special planned session
:l to discuss property W( cuts. Both
~ the Senate and the House have
plans that would provide tax
relief for property owners.
However, administrators
throughout the state said those
proposed budget cuts would have
a domino effect on servjces for its
citizens. The Hillsborough County
Board of Commissioners recently
requested a summary of potential
financial impacts by County '
Administrator Pat Beans.

f3

In response to the requested
summary, Administrator Bean
created three scenarios that
would reflect the proposals by the
House and Senate. The summary
reflects cuts ranging from a minimal of $46 million to the most
drastic cuts of $217 million.
Under the proposal, in-home
aging care services would be
reduced by so%; child care licensing would be reduced by 15%;
salary increases would be reduced
by 10%; Code Enforcement staff
would be reduced by 20%; and

College Hill Church Of God In Christ
6414 North 30th Street • Tampa, Florida

-You Are Cor~ially Invited To The
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the County Attorney's services
would be reduced by 5%.
The Criminal Justice Liaison
position would be cut ; the
Hispanic Liaison support staff
would be cut; 7% of the Clerk of
Circuit Court budget would be
cut; and 10% of the Sheriffs budget would be cut.
Cuts would also be visible in
the Parks and Recreation
Summer Enrichment Program;
the Staffing of Ed Radice Sports
Complex, temporary employees
with the summer program; the
Parks Planning and Design Staff
and Parks ·and Recreation
Athletics Staffing.
Programs that would be eliminated include affordable housing
funding for incorporated areas;
the retired senior volunteer program; the Code Enforcement
Property Improvement Pn>gram;
the Ethnic Liaison positions; and
others. .
.
In a letter to the Board of
County
Commissioners,
Administrator Bean said, "A cut
of $217 million would require
every item on all three lists to
achieve that level of budget
reduction. Some of the budget
cuts are estimated, with precise
.calculation requiring further
details that may not currently be
available. n
She also stated that a hiring
. freeze leaves 471 full and part
time positiQns v.acant.
.
Reporter lris B. Ifolton

Ministry Celebrates
Success, Prepares To
Expand Into Polk County

People from a variety of Christian groups proudly displayed
their organization's colors, and were anxious to learn how they can
minister to local inmates.

BY ANTI ONE DAVIS
Sentinel Staff Writer

flocked to First Baptist
Church of College Hill recentMother Ro:iie Ftucker, President, Mission~·aoard · . .
can be contacted at (813)
ly for the Race Winners
Missionary Dartene Green, Vice President, Missionary Board
~'!8-1921 ?r by e-mail at
Christian bike riders from Leadership Meeting. The
Missionary Bertha
Program Chairperson
tns@fisentinel.com. .
Elder
Pastor
throughout the Tampa area Tampa Bay Chapter of
Heaven's Angels hosted the
event, and the meeting's
objective was to figure out
ways to expand the prison
ministry . to more area s
throughout the state.
"It was ·an awesome
turnout. There were a lot of
good ideas presented at the
First Baptist ·
Of College
meeting, " said Michael
First Missionary Baptist Church Harrell, founder of Heaven's
· Rev. Abraham Brown, Senior Pastor
3838 29th Street • Tampa, Fl 33610
Angels. "My vision is to
Of Winter Haven FL
Phone: · (813) 248-6600 • Fax: (813) 247-6492
expand our prison ministry to
PASTOR DOLLISON
"The Church Where a
is a Friend and
is Lordi"
different areas throughout the
state."
Guest Speaker:
There were several different
Christian biker organizations
MISSIONARY
·in attendance, including
CARRIE D. WILLIAMS
· Churches Participating Fro~ All Over The State Of Florida!!!
Heaven's Saints, the Black
College Hill Church of God
· - Co~e Be A Part OfThis Worship Experience And
Sheep, Buffalo Soldiers and
In Christ, Tampa
the Ebony Ryders. Roughly 90
Celebration Of Youthful P~aise Tf! The Lord!
Christian bikers from various
· For more information call:
_ Deaconess Barbara Reese, President
organizations 'have already
Deaconess Mary Major, Progr~m Chairperson
(863) 293-9686 or (813) 215-8942
volqnteered to minister to
illhl~tes '~it·ring the Heaven's
For additional information, please contact the Church
State Convention President: REV. BARTHOLOMEW BANKS
Office at 13) 248-6600
Youth President: BRO. DARRIEL BROWN
Ang~ls upcoming trips. The
group will also be ~xpanded to
minister to inmates in and
around Polk County.
"Things keep improving for
us, and more people volunteer
and have a passion to tell people in prison about the Lord," ·
said Harrell. "We want -to
- I~·s tha~ thne again! I~ I"' 11tne t'o plan f"or a f"un packed s•.nnn•er.
-~~e. CZ.\\
8 ""'eelcs
You"ll need to rcHerve your space !RO""'• as space Is IIRlllted.
reach as many people as posWe ol"l"er dance. arts. crarts. Spanish, field trips an~ ntuch ntorc•..
~c~~\)
sible because. you would be
surprised how many of these
inmates thro!Jghout the State
of Florida want to hear an
$25 Registration Fe~
encouraging word."
•1ncludrs: Dreakf'ast. Lunch and all field trip ,. except. Busch Oar-den"
(Non-Refond.able) .
The group's next prison
ministry, trip will lie. held on
July 21st in Lake City. To find
out more about the organizaCHOSEN GENERATION at St. John Cathedral
. - · · ·
tion or the ministry, please
34<> .. E- -:zs ... h A v e , Ta...-.pa, FL
..~
call (813) 928-1776.

200 Avenue R (NW)
Winter Haven, FL, 3388l
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ONLY $55.00 per Week per child
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Prayer And Edification Forum For C~ristians
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The public is cordially invited to "A Prayer And Edification Forum For Christians in the Workplace" that will be held on Monday, June 18, 2007, 6-8 p. m.
at First Baptist Church of Tampa, 302 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Jl'
For more information or to rsvp, contact MARIA@WORKPLACEPRAYERWARRIORS.COM. Or, call (813) 850-4832.
~
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Why wouldn't you get
your Free Check_
ing
from the bank rated
#1 in Customer
-
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· ~ree Online Banking

· No minimum balance

·.Free ·online·BiiiPay ·

· Free Check Card

; Free Balance Alerts

· Free Visa Extras rewards program

· No direct deposit required

· Unlimited access to Wachovia

· No monthly service 'fee

Financial Centers and ATMs

STOP BY YOUR LOCAL
WACHOVIA FINANCIAL CENTER TODAY,
CALL 800-WACHOVIA (800-922-4684)
OR VISIT WACHOVIA.COM .

W".ACHOVIA. .
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PICTURES FROM THE PAST
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Attending a reception for Judge Jerome Farris were Alyce
Arnao and Marshall Golden.
;.,;:"

In this photo attending a function are Rudean Wingfield, Victory Batchelor and Joyce
Batchelor.
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All smiles as party guests in this photo are Carolyn Russ, Mrs. Marian Lewis and Teryal
Dennard.
·
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How nervous were Mr. and Mrs. Tom Thumb, Eric
~ Hunt and Janelle Stevens in this photo taken at Unity
... Missionary Baptist Church.
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Attending a Masonic Banquet in this photo are Katherine Lewis, Hilda Jones, and Della
Melvin.
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Hi Five's Tony
Thompson Found Dead
TEXAS -- Tony
Thompson, a member of the
1990s R&B group Hi Five,
.was found dead Friday night
of an apparent drug overdose, friends told the Waco
Tribune-Herald. He was 31.
Thompson's body was discovered at around 10 p.m.
outside of an apartment complex in his native Waco,
Texas.
Immediately following the
signing of Hi Five to Jive
Records in '1990, the group
TONY THOMPSON
found success with their
multi-platinum self-titled
debut album, which featured - including his little brother the hit singles "I Lik~ the · in 2006 and released their
Way (The Kissing Game)," "I. album "The Return" on his
Can't Wait Another Minute," own record label, N'Depth.
and
· ." Just
Another
· The singer had recently
Girlfriend."
moved back io Waco from
Two years later, the group Dallas and was working on
scored with hits "'She's new material at the time of
Playing Hard to Get• and his death.
"Quality Time."
Speaking ·of Thompson's
Thompson, who grew up · new material, if you go to his
in Oklahoma City, released a myspace.com/tonythompsonsolo album, "Sexsational," in musicpage you can hear
1995 following the breakup what he was working. One
of Hi Five during the previ- song that stands out is the
ous year. He reformed the incredibly groovealicious
band with four new members "Come Over."
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Fat .Joe Sought As
Murder .Witness--·

'The Rock'
Separates From
His Wife
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Tyler Perry's 'House
Of Payne' Airs June 6
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Dwayne 'The Roek' Johnson'
and wife, Dany amve at the
Grauman's Chinese Theater
in Los Angeles in 2005.

LOS ANGELES
Dwayne "The Rock"
Johnson has split with his
wife of 10 years. The 35-yearold pro wrestler-turnedaction · star announced his
separation from wife Dany
Garcia Johnson in a statement to. People magazine on
Friday. ·
: "We've /been fortunate
enough to spend the last 17
years together as a couple
and look forward to spending .
the rest our ·Jives together as
best friends and business
partners," the statement
said. "We will continue to
advance and manage our
business interests, our phil- .
·anthropic efforts and most
importantly the raising of
our child together."
· Garcia Johnson is the
CEO of a wealth management firm. The pair have a 5year-old daughter, Simone ·
· Alexander.
· Johnson has appeared in ·
the films "Walking Tall,~
"The Mummy Returns" and ·
,"The Scorpion King. "-·~ He
. recently finished shooting a
movie based on the television
show ·"Get Smart" that stars
Steve Carell.
·

LOS ANGELES . -Authorities in Miami are
seeking to interview Fat Joe
as a possible eyewitne~s· in
- the Memorial Day shooting
deaihs of two outside ·a South
Beach eatery. . : :
According to ·police, Joe,
a.k.a., Jose Cartagena. may
have been sitting in a
Cadillac Escalade with several other people outside the
Cuban restaurant David's
Cafe II ·around 6 a.m., when
denied.
members of his crew got into
FAT JOE'
·,.
"If it weren't for that stop,,
a "'verbal altercation" with
we
probably--would never
another group . The spat broke down and confessed to
have
solved this crime,"
quickly escalated into a fight the. killings. He was arrested
Miami . B_e ach · 'police
with both sides punching and and charged with secondBobby
kicking each other.
·
degree murder and possession .spokesman
Hernandez told the ·Miami
Jermaine "Wufgang" · ·of a firearm by a convicted
Chamberline, 24, pulled a felon (he was on probation,for · Herald. "We :'weren't getting ·
gun and fired four slugs into a burglary conviction): He .any cooperation from the victim's so-called friends., .
Joe's group, per the incident remains jailed after bail was
report. One slug struck 25_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..;__ _ _ _ _.....;" ·._.
year-old Lessli Paz, who died
.
on the sidewalk, while 26year-old Joey Navarro was
.
9241 N. 56th St., Tampa, FL
hit three times and died at a
hospital.
M-F 8:30A.M. • 5:30 P. M. • Saturday 9 A. M. • 1 P. M.
Officers on the scene report(813) 985-0033 • Fax: (813) 988-8980
edly hel_d four men for quesLow Rates Friendly Atmosphere
tioning after they initially
claimed to .be friends of the
victims, but then refused to
You're A-OK \Vith Us
offer up details about the
_ DUI Friendly,
.shooting, police said.
Hardship License,
. Eventually, there was ~ _
break in the case when one of
Suspended Lic~nse,
the
officers
spott~d
State Filing SR-22
Chamberline, a doorman at
a nearby apartment building,
Owners and Non Owriers
hanging near the crime scene.
Police detained him and durLowest Rates In Town
ing questioning he reportedly
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ENTERTAINMENT

HOUSE OF PAYNE CAST And 1YLER PERRY

Tyler Perry's House Of
Payne will air on TBS with
back-to-hack episodes, starting Wednesday, June 6.
Television's newest funniest family - the Paynes of
Tyler Perry's House Of
Payne on TBS - will tackle
the harsh reality of a loved
one's drug addiction with
touching humor and love in a
series of upcoming episodes.
This endearing half-hour
comedy series follows the
lives of a multi-generational
family forced by circumstances to live under one
roof. Allen Payne (Jason's
Lyric), LaVan Davis (The
Gospel Truth), Cassi Davis
(Daddy's Little Girls), Lance
Gross (The Bernie Mac
Show), Larramie . Doc
Shaw (Nobody ·Loves Me),
China Anne McClain
(Daddy's Little Girls), and
Demetria McKinney (Why
Did I Get Married?) stars in
the ensemble comedy. that

comes to TBS from Debmar·
Mercury and creator Tyler
Perry (Daddy's Little Girls,
Diary of a Mad- Black
Woman and Madea's. Family
Reunion):
Set in Atlanta, Tyler
Perry's House of Payne features La Van Davis as a -n
fireman, Curtis "Pops" 0
Payne, a man who believes · ::0
his house should be his castie, he the king and his wife, en
m
Ella (Cassi Davis), the Z
queen. Unfortunately, their :::!
castl e h as become more of a Z
m
Grand Central Station,
thanks to frequent visits
from their son, Calvin r(Gross), a college student
whose lack of funds keeps Z
him returning to his parents' 'tJ
. table, as well as from their c
al
nephew, CJ (Payne) . and rhis family: wife, Janine c;;
::1:
(McKinney) and children, m
· Malik
(Shaw)
and c
m
Jazmine (McClain).
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HThe vhice of Our Community
Speaking for Itself'

Call: 813) 248-1921

(

Medium Stem r40cmJ
Assorted.Colors
One Dozen

$19.97

,
-··-----·--·--·Lon!! Stem (SOcmJ
Assorted Or Solid Colors
One Dozen

$50.00

Call 813 241.0200 To UPdate
Or Remove Your Address

www.Yborislandflowers.com
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BEAUTY UNLIMITED

SPORTSIDE
WITH RANDY
•••••••••••••••••••••

Cavaliers Crash
The Party
What is wrong with the That is very unlike Tiger. A
Cleveland Cavaliers basket- deadly putter, Tiger is now
ball team? Don't they know constantly hitting putts off
that we have a script here? line. Tiger has got to get his
The script was for the NBA game together. Other golfers
Championship to be played no longer fear him.
between the Detroit Pistons
Gators To Hire
and the San Antonio Spurs.
Black Coach?
Detroit jumped out to a 20 lead, and the Cavs won
The Florida Gators mens
four straight games to crash basketball team is in search
the championship party. Not of a head basketball coach.
~
c only are they mthe champi- Coach Billy Donovan boltit onship, those wild and crazy ed to the · NBA to coach the
LL.
c . young guys are talking · Orlando Magic. I can't
blame him for a five year,
z about beating the Spurs.
c(
It's that LeBron James 27.5 million dollar contract.
It appears that Anthony
~ fellow. He is. the one that got
c
Grant,
an
AfricanU) his team believing that they
w
can
win
it
all.
I
am
not
so
American,
is
the
leading
:::)
- ~
sure they won't win the candidate to become the
championship. They refuse Gators coach. Grant was an
w to play by the script.
assistant under Donovan
>
for 10 years, with most of
w
c
Tiger Must Play
them with the Gators. His
w
More Golf
·style is similar to that of
:I:
U)
This is June, six months Billy Boy.
:J
into
the PGA Golfers Tour
Grant left Gator Nation
m
:::)
season.
Tiger
Woods
has
-last
season to coach at
D.
played
only
seven
tournaVirginia
Common Wealth.
z
i= meQts. When Tiger plays, it Grant's record was 26-7,
w
and his team beat Duke in
...J takes him two days to get
...J
the NCAA Tournament.
:::) his game in sync. By then,
m he is out of the tournament. Billy Donovan endorsed
...:. In any sport, players have to · Grant, players want him
w
z play in order 'to majntain · and members of the al~ni
i= their competitive edge.
want him. In Grant, the
z
w
Tiger,
who
has
an
excelGators have the chance to
U)
lent short game is missing get a good coach and to
the green from 125 yards in. improve their race image.
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TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS
2007-2008 Football Season
Sept. 9
Sept. 16
Sept. 23 ·
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
· Oct.14
Oct. 21 ·
Oct. 28
Nov.4

I

N
.....
w

CJ

f

Nov.18
Nov. 25
Dec. 2
Dec. 9
Dec.16
Dec. 23
Dec. 30

@ Seattle Seahawks
New Orleans Saints
St. Louis Rams
@ Carolina Panthers
@ Indianapolis Colts
Tennessee Titans
@ Detroit Lions
Jacksonville Jaguars
Arizona Cardinals
BYE WEEK
@ Atlanta Falcons
Washington Redskins
@New Orleans Saints
@ Houston Texans .
Atlanta Falcons
@ San Francisco 49ers
Carolina Panthers

..

4:15p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m:
4:05p.m.
4:05p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
4:05p.m. ·
1:00 p.m.

1
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
8:15p.m.
1:00 p.m.

JOANNA
Beauty Unlimited is proud to· bring our readers and viewers another
gorgeous female that you are sure to remember. We would like to wei·
come Joanna as this week's feat~re. When this young lady isn't turning heads throughout the city, she enjoys modeling, dancing, traveling, shopping and spending time with her family. Any gentleman trying to get closer to Joanna has to be honest, intelligent, good-looking
and have a great sense of humor. Congratulations to Joanna on being
this week's Beauty Unlimited Feature.

Alrtran Chooses
Not To Renew
Michael Vlck
Contract

.,Out-Of-Shape
Meacham· Sits Out
Practice·With Injury·,

METAIRIE, LA - Saints
·f irst-round draft choice
Robert Meachem sat out
the final practice of minicamp on Sunday afternoon
with a white bandage
wrapped around the lower
part of his right leg.
He did not speak to
reporters comin-g off the
field, nor . did head coach
Sean
Payton. · · Team
spokesman Greg Bensel
said Payton would discuss.
MICHAEL VICK
the matter later, possibly on
Monday.
'
ATLANTA -- Ai:rTran
ROBERT MEACHEM
Meachem,
selected
27th
Airways has ended its relaoverall
in
this
year's
draft
tionship with Atlanta
"I like him," Brees said. "I
Falcons
quarterback out of Tennessee, also
missed
part
of
minicamp
think
he's been real hamMichael Vick, who has
with
a
sprained
left
ankle
his ankle and that
pered
by
been a pitchman for the airand
was
criticized
at
that
&ort
of
thing,
but I think he's·
line since 2004, buf whose
image has been tarlrished in · time by Payton for being 'got a lot of ·tahmt. I really
out of shape.
like the way he catches the
several off-field incidents.
Meachem has since lost ball. He attacks it, and I
"Michael's contract
expired May 8, and we weight and was able to par- .think he's going to be a big
advised him then that we ticipate in four of the five run-after-catch kind of guy.
He's going to be big and
. would not renew it," . minicamp practices.
. Quarterback Drew Brees physical, kind of hard to
· AirTran spokesman Tad
said Sunday that he does not bring down, kind of like a
· Hutcheson said Thursday.
yet
think he's seen (Marques) Colston. So I
Hutcheson said Vick had
Meachem's
full potential, think he11 add a nice dimenappeared on five billboards
but
has
high
hopes
for him. . sion tO our offense."
and· did radio commercials
under a one-year contract,
which had been renewed
twice before. He said
AirTran has Falcons running back Warrick Dunn
under contract, and other
sports celebrities· in other
cities.

Subscribe Today!
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Billy Donovan
Returning To
Gators

Chad .Johnson To
Take On A Racehorse
·At Charity Event
CINCINNATI-- Chad
Johnson's trash talk won't
work on his next opponent.
As part of a charity promotion, the Cincinnati Bengals
receiver has agreed to race a
horse at a track next weekend. He's not running against
Mr. Ed, so his gift for inyour-face gab won't help.
"I'm looking forward to it,"
Johnson said Friday, after
the first day of minicamp.
"It's going to be fun. Some of
the things I'm going to be
doing this year are crazy, and
racing a horse is one of them."
' CHAD JOHNSON
A 4-year-old colt named
Restore the Road will race has two extra legs, so I will
Johnson on the turf at .get a two-extra-leg lead. It's
Cincinnati's River Downs on all for fun. The important
June 9. The horse ·will run thing is raising money to help
118th of a mile, while those in need."
Johnson covers half that disThe money will go to coach
Marvin Lewis' foundation
tance.
Sounds like a fair match to · and Feed The Children,
Johnson.
which helps the needy in
"I'm ready," he said. "He Africa.

Ex·NFL WR Morton
·R efuses D~g Test After
. Losing
MMA Debut
.
.

LOS ANGELES - Former
NF·L ~· fec.el'ver "'' Joh!nnfe
Morton was knocked out less.
than a minute into his first
. professional mixed martial
arts bout, then was suspend. ed from· the sport 'for refusing
to take a drug test.
Morton's debut Saturday
night . at "the Los Angeles
Memorial Coliseum e"nded 38
. seconds into the first round,
when. he caught. a right hand
to I the head from Bernard
Ackah of the Ivory Coast.
·
Morton, who played for the
. De t r oi t Lion s and ·Kansas
City Chief; was 'hospitalized
b ut . ~ not seriously hurt,
· Ariiiando Garcia, executive
director of the California
State·Athletic Commission,
· told the Los Angeles Times.
"He is fine, alert and everything is movipg ·normally.
ObViously he il? disappointed,"
-

~

SPORTS

Johnnie Morton, who
played for the Detroit Lions
and Kansas City Chiefs, was
hospitalized but not seriously
hurt after being knocked out.

a

Garcia said after receiving
. report on Morton's CO!'tdition.
Garcia later confirmed the
35-year-old Morton, who ·
played in college for Southern
California, had been suspended for refusing the drug tel?t.
-

-

BILLY DONOVAN

GAINESVILLE -- The
South Florida Sun-Sentinel
is reporting the team will
allow Billy Donovan to back
out of his contract and return
to the Gators. The Magic are
pursuing former Heat coach
Stan Van Gundy to fill the
now-vacant position.
Earlier on Monday, the
team issued a statement saying that Donovan ·is "conflicted" about his decision to
leave .the Florida Gators to
coach the Orlando Magic,
and he will continue talking
with the NBA team about the
contract he agreed to last
week.
.
It's unclear whether
Donovan had signed the
five-year, $27.5 million contract with the Magic.
"While Ce11:tral Florida, the
Orlando Magic and Billy
were energized with the
announcement of his contract
signing on Friday, we know
there was a different feeling
in Gainesville and people
have been tugging at him
since that time," the Magic
said in a statement.
"Billy is conflicted with
those emotions . and the
opportunity he has ahead in
Orlando and in the NBA .'
We've had numerous conver:
sations and a personal visit
in Gainesville with Billy
over the last 48 hours, and
we have a· commitment from
him that the dialogue
between us will continue."
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m
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Sheffield, Bard
Suspended For
Three Games Each
NEW YORK- Detroit designated
hitter
Gary
Sheffield and San Diego
catcher Josh Bard were suspended for three games each
by the commissioner's office
Friday for confrontations with
umpires the previous night.
Both players filed appeals,
meaning th.ey cannot be
penalized until after hearings
and decisions on the appeals.
Sheffield was penalized for
"aggressive actions directed
at umpire Greg Gibson" at
Cleveland, according to Bob
Watson, baseball's vice president for discipline. Gibson
ejected Sheffield in the fifth
inning after the slugger
argued a strike call, then
broke his bat on a groundout
and threw away the piece of
wood still in his hands.
Sheffield denied throwing
the bat handle at Gibson.
"If I want to throw a bat at
an umpire, I'll turn around
and throw it at him,"
Sheffield told The Detroit
News. "The only thing I had
in my hand was a little piece
of the handle and I threw it
towards our dugout, anyway.
"When I threw the bat
down, I was letting him know

_..

LOS ANGELES.- Lakers
owner Jerry Buss spoke
with Kobe Bryant on
Thursday and said he told his
frustrated superstar he would
"pursue every avenue possible" to improve the team.
The conversation took place
a· day after Bryant asked to
be t:r:aded, saying among
other things he had b~en misled by Buss nearly three
years ago when he re-signed
with the Lakers .
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Now Cooking Thurs. - Sat.

For All Your Seafood Delights, Marvin Has Just What You Need.

•Fresh &: Smoked Mullet •Trout •Snappe
•Shrimp •Sheap Head •live Blue Crabs
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GARY SHEFFIELD

I was (angry), but that's it,
and then I was going to go to
the dugout. Then he ·said
something to me, telling me
'not to throw the bat like that.
r"I said, 'Last time I 0
checked, I paid for the bat, I :::D
can throw it any way I want:
How should I throw it?' At the ~
CJ)
point, he said, 'You're outta m ·
here.' That's when it boiled z
over. That's when I told him ::!
z
what I think of him as a per- m
son and as an umpire."
Sheffield suggested to the m
c:
Detroit Free Press that he rrwould expose a "conspiracy"
.w ithin the game if' he is not m
::!
cleared of wrongdoing."
z

.,
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Lakers Owner Speaks
With Bryant, Promises
To Improve Team

3602 7th Avenue • Tampa, FL
241-2301 or 247-3719
Keys Made
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Avoid The Weit••• Cell Ahead & Place Your Order
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Latex Flat White Paint .......... $5.99gal.
Oil Outside White Paint ........ $11.99 gal.
Roller Pan Set ......................... $2.49 ea.
3" Brushes .... ~ ............................99¢ ea.

SALE PRICES COOD
LIMIT 2 WITH THIS AD ONLY!!
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JERRY BUSS
And KOBE BRYANT

.,c
:::D

"I talked with Kobe this c
morning and assured him ~
that I share his frustration
and, more importantly, I
assured him that we will continue to pursue every avenue
possible to improve our team
with him,as the cornerstone:··
· Buss said in a statement. ~I
· told him that we will keep
him apprised . of our progress
. and we agreed that we will
talk again in the very near
· future."
Bryant, the NBA scoring
champion the past two yea.rs,
asked the Lakers for a trade
Wednesday. He said nothing
could change his mind, but he
backed off somewhat after
speaking with coach Phil
Jackson.
"I don't want to go anywhere - this is my team,"
Bryant told KLAC radio. "I
love it here. I called Phil,
man. He arid I talked; it was
an emotional conversation . ~
But he just said, 'You know C)
what, Kobe?. Let us try to fig- m
ure this thing out.'"

FUNERALS I MEMORIAM
Brown of Miami, Patricia
Gilmore (Lemar) of Tampa,
Ruby Brown of Tampa,
Michelle Green of Tampa,
Sabrina Green Mays (Joe) of
Sarasota, Tracey Green of
Sarasota, Kathryn Green of
New York, Pamela Green of
New York, Betty Harris of New
York, Lillie Jones of South
Carolina; nephews, George
Green of Tampa, Preston
Green of New York, John
Harris of New York, George
Harris of New York, Randolph
Carter (Geneva) of Tampa,
Lenny Washington (Elaine) of
Tampa, Robert Brown, III, of
Tampa, Ramus Green of
Sarasota,
FL,'
Darryl
Washington
(Paula) of
Gainesville, and Adrian
Washington (Ptosha) of
DR.MAMIED.
Fayetteville, GA; aunt, Mary B.
MRS. MARGARET
KENNEDY
Ramsey; and a host of grand
MR. JOHN C. DIGGS
MAYS
nieces, grand nephews, cousins
A celebration of life for Dr. • and other relatives and friends.
Funeral services for Mr.
Thank you mom for your
Mamie D. Kennedy, who went
Burial wiD be Saturday, June
John C. Diggs were held on
love that you never took away
on to join our Lord on May 31,
9,
·
2007,
at
·
Rest
·
Haven
Monday, June 4, 2007, at 11
from here! In Jesus' name.
2007, from St. Joseph's
Cemetery.
a.m. at Morning Glory
And you are still here with
Hospital in Tampa, will be held
A FANNIE B. STONE TRADIFuneral Chapel, 5100 N.
the family all the time.
on Friday, June.8, 2007, at 11 a.
TIONAL
SERVICE
Nebraska Avenue, Tampa,
Bobbie 'Feel Good' Shepm. at Greater Mt. Zion A.M.E.
with R.ev. James Marion, offipard with your love that you
Church in Waycross, GA, Rev.
ciating. Interment was prigave tome.
A. Frazier, pastor, officiating,
vate. .
.
Visitation will be held
A long time resident of
Wednesday, June 6, 2007,
RAY WILLIAMS
Tampa, be was baptized and
from 5-7 p. m. at Stone's
FUNERAL HOME
worked over 30 years for the · Memorial Funeral Home, 5016
Mr. Frank Brodnik, Tampa.
City of Tampa in the
N. 22nd Street, Tampa. ·
Infant Angel Mitchell,
Sanitation Department. He
Dr. Kennedy was born in
AIKENS
Tampa.
e~oyed spending time with
Tampa, on December 7, 1932,
FUNERAL HOME
Mr. Chango Peeler, Tampa.
friends, and fishing and
to Robert Lee and Ruby
William Rogers, Sr.,
Infant
Sky Rodgers, Tampa.
bunting.
.
Girtman Brown.
Tampa.
Infant Heaven Smith,
Mr. Diggs was born
Her parents, Mr. Robert Lee
Jacquelyn V. Pedrosa,
Tampa.
December 5, 1932 in Eufaula,
Brown and Mrs. Ruby Girtman
T~pa.
Infant Trevi VazquezAlabama, and passed away
Brown; sister, Gloria A. Logan
Hemandez, Dover.
Lamar; brothers, Jeremiah
on May 30, 2007.
MORNING GLORY
Mrs. Sury Velazco, Tampa.
Green, Hezekiah J. Green, ·
He was preceded in death
FUNERAL
CHAPEL
Booker
T.
Green
and
Robert
by: his mother, Annie Lee
Carry Belany, Tampa.
STONE MEMORIAL
Lee Brown, Jr., all preceded
Diggs; father, John Diggs;
Mr. John Diggs, 5024 87th
her in death.
FUNERAL HOME
and son, Willie Earl Diggs• .
Street. ·
Dr. Mamie D. Kennedy, veterMr. Freddie Brooks, Tampa.
He leaves cherished memoMr. Carnell Hunter, 3417 E.
an health and physical educaDr. Mamie Kennedy,
ries with: his wife of 20
tion professor of 513 Bay Street · . Hanna Avenue. ·
Tampa. ·
.
years, Ruby Dell Diggs;
Mrs. Cherry Newsome, 3209 ·
in Waycross·, died at 1:30 ·p. m.
Ms. Judy Ritter, Tampa.
brother, Lonnie Diggs and
E. Giddens Avenue.
'
on May 31, 2007, at St.
Ms. Vanessa Stoney, Tampa.
wife of Eufaula, AL; sister,
Joseph's Hospital in Tampa.
· Mrs. Viola Place, 7005
Mary Alice of Tampa; brothShe had returned to her native
Sarvis Street.
·
WILSON
er, lrie Diggs of Tanipa;
Tampa for trea.t ment of an illMr. John Leonard Rentz,
FUNERAL
HOME
daughters, Edith R. Diggs,
ness.
3229 North Avenue.
·
Mr. Roosevelt J. Baker, Sr.,
Willie Mae Diggs, Annie D.
Dr. Kennedy graduated from
. Mr. James Wallace
3411 E. 29th Avenue.
Payne, Lyndrinette Ross and
Middleton High School · in
Rockefeller, 2323 N. Oregon
Ms. Jeanette D. Venters,
Adriane s. Diaas, all . of
Hillsborough County before
Avenue.
2925 17th Avenue.
Sacramento, CA; aunts, · earning her Bachelor's degree
Verse Crews, Mary L Baker
Health . and
Physical _ _ _ _ _.,;....._______ ____
. in
Education
at Tuskegee
and Annie Bell Diggs; 2 stepInstitute. She, earned her
1,
daughters 'and 2 stepsons;
Master's at the University of ...-;.u.J•,o!.lhaLis.:.lp.:.lro~vido,J.ledil,l;jthLe!fl.:og~h"es.;.l.ts.:.,;:la~ndi.;.larl.ld~~
and a host of grandkids,
Missouri, and her Ph.D. at
infuneralservices1orover7ovears.
great grandkids, nieces,
"A Community Pride"
Florida State Uni~ersity. She·is
Ra~:.l!a!"N~~~r~~me
nephews, cousins and other
4615 E. Hanna • Tampa 33610
one of only 6 persons in the 31301 N. Howard Avenue· Tampa, FL 33606
Spaces • Monuments • Markers
. relatives and friends.
DISCOUNT AVAILABLE
year history of Waycross
Ph': (813) 253·3419
Visitation for Mr. Diggs was
College to be honored on ...___:F:.:.a•:::.:::::IB.:.:13:.:.l2::.51.:...-'~:.:.9.:.:t2~E:.:.ma::.:ll::.::ra~yw:.:.:m::.::s:..:@~ii..:.:::ne::..t____,
626-2332
held on Sunday, June 3,
retirement
with
the
title
.
.
:
.
.
-------2007, from 6-8 p. m. at
Associate Professor Emeritus,
Morning Glory Funeral
aeeording to coUege sources.
Chapel.
Hired in ·1977, she was among
Services were entrusted to
the coUege's first Black faculty
MORNING GLORY FUNERAL
meJQbers. She retired in 2000,
CHAPEL, 5100 N. Nebraska
but returned for short stints to ·
Avenue, Tampa, Mr. Harold
fill vacancies. For the last 17
Jones, Owner.
years, she ran the Mamie ,
A MORNING GLORY
Kennedy Black History and
FUNERAL CHAPEL
Culture Bowl at Waycross
College under the auspices of
the Martin ' Luther King
Holiday, Commission. She was
a trustee of Grea,er Mt. Zion
A.M.E. Church, a me~ber of
the Usher Board, member of ·
the Steering Committee, and a
board member of ·the
Continuing Academic and
Cultural Enrichment Program
(CACEP-2). Ms. Mamie
Kennedy was also inducted
into the Tuskegee University
Institute Athletic Hall of Fame
in 1991. She was an active
Funeral Home
member of the Florida State
John W.· Harmon, L .F.D.
University alumni association.
FREE QUOTES
She also was a · volunteer
Owner/Manager
instructor of dance during her
5002 N . 40th St.
retirement.
.
626-8600
She leaves cherished and loving memories with: Brother
Joe H. Brown (Eloise), Tampa;
sister,
Theresa
Brown
0
Washington, Tampa; nieces,
Includes Casket & Cemetery
Georgia Mae Stringfield
(Arthur) ofTampa, Donna Gale
Limo, Lead Car & Hearse
Green
(Otis) of
Horning Glory Funeral Chapel Tampa,llaugabrook
Octeaon
Floyd
1248 E. HillsborQugh Suite#206
(Theodore) ofTaritpa, Cynthia .
236~1309

TO MY ANGEL
UP ABOVE

MRS. SELMA
MULLENS BROWN
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Funeral services for Mrs.
Selma Mullens ·Brown, 72, of
Plant City, who completed the
final stage of human developmenton May 30, 2007, will be
held on Wednesday, June 6,
2007, at 10 a. m. at Garden of
Memories, 4207 E. Lake
Avenue.
She was born in Blakely,
Georgia, and grew up as a
farm girl, the daughter of a
Free-Will Baptist preacher,
Julius Mullens, and Ruby
(Jackson) Mullens. She
raised one son and two
daughters. She started her
nursing career as a nurse's
aide at Clara Frye Memorial
Hospital. She completed high
school at night, and then
graduated from the Gordon
Keller School of Nursing and
became an LPN. She continued . her education at
Hillsborough Community
College,
earning
an
Associates Degree in Nursing
to become a RN, followed by a
Bachelor's of Seienee degree
in Nursing from the
University of South Florida,
and a Master's degree in
Adult Education from Central
State University in Edmond,
Oklahoma.
Selma retired a~ a c:harse
nurse from James A. Baley
Veteran Administration
Hospital and tax preparer for
H&R.Bioek.
She volunteered extensively
as a literacy teacher, an IR.S .
tax preparer, a ·saturday
Scholars tutor, and Friends of
the Library volunteer.
She had a heart the size of
the State of Florida and the
faith of a mustard seed. She
moved mountains in lives of
the many people she touched.
In her last years; she was a
foster parent for homeless
newborns.
She is preceded in death by
her parents, three brothers
and nine sisters.
She is survived by: son, .
Nelson (Harriett); 2 daughters, Mary Rowan (Bill) and.
Collette Brown Barnum
(Luther); 3 brothers, Ralph,
Copeland
and
Walter
Mullens; sister-in-law, Sue
Mullens; cousin, Joe Paul
Cole; 8 grandchildren,
Gerard, Gerald, Gnai, Marne,
Glenda, Deesba, Aubrey and
Lutero; 6 great grandchildren, Ginaul, Mykel, Hassan,
A'Kayla, Tressa, Galvin;
great, great grandson, Jaden;
and a host of nieces, nephews
and friends.
Visitation will be Tuesday,
June 5, 2007, from 6-8 p.m.
at Garden of Memories, 4207
East Lake Av.
' In lieu offlowers, donations
can be made to: The
Hillsborough County Foster
Parent Association, 524
Sandy Creek Drive, Brandon,
33511, (write "Selma Brown"
in cheek's memo) or Friends
of Library, John F. Germany
Library, 900 N. Ashley Dr.,
Tampa, 33602.

Death
Notices

REST HAVEN
MEMORIAL PARK

Harmon
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DM/DWBE FIRMS WANTED
Bras field & Gorrie , LLC, General Contractor. located at
3021 7th Avenue South ; Birmin gham , AL 35233 (Phone :
205-328-4000) will be bidding the Northwest Regional Water
Reclamation Facility for Hillsborough County, which bids on
June 13, 2007, at 2 :00 P.M. local time . Bidding opportunities
are: dewatering, erosion control, silt fence , fencing , grassing ,
landscaping, planting, trucking, rebar placement, masonry, built-up
roofing, metal roofing, waterproofing, dampproofing, glass, painting,
HVAC, electrical , construction materials , stucco, prestressed
concrete tank, and bridge cranes.
We encourage DM/DWJ3E participation and would be willing to
break down or combine elements of work i nto economically
feasible units on a case-by-case basis and negotiate in good
faith with any firms that request such . breakdowns in order to
facilitate participation. Contact R. Carswell at205-714-1510 for
additional information.

..

ADVERTISEMENT

Request for Proposals
East Tampa Community Redevelopment Area .
Commercial or Single Family Residential Development
The City of Tampa and the Community Redevelopment Agency of
the City of Tampa (collectively, the "City") give notice pursuant to
Part Ill , Chapter 163, Florida Statutes, of their request for submission
of proposals for retail/commercial development or single family
resid ential development (the "Project") in the· target area herein
referenced ,-which is ' located in the East Tampa Community
Redevelopment Area . The City may subsequently designate a
developer and dispose or allow the use of certain property it owns,
leases, or may acquire in the target area, which is generally bounded
on the north by Hillsborough Avenue, the south by 1-4, the east by
1-275,.and the west ~t the city limits (50th and 56~h Street~) ·
Proposal~

must be consistent with applicable ,laws, ordinances and
regulations governing the East Tampa Community Redevelopment
Area·: identifying a site in the target area , address planning ,
designing, constructing, and implementing the Project, provide for ·
payment by· the developer of all costs associated wit~ any
relocations necessitated'by the developer's proposed Project, and be
prepared in accordance with the guidelines and, requireme nts
· outlined in the Request for Proposals applicable to the development
of the Project.
All proposals shall be submitted within 30 days after the date of this
public notice to the City of Tampa Real Estate Division, Department
of Business and Housing Development, City of Tampa-, 306 .E.
Jackson Street, 3N, Tampa, Florida 33602 (Note: Section 163.380 of
the Florida .Statutes requires proposals to be submitted within 30
days after the date of this public notice). F or additional information
contact the City ofTampa Real Estate Division at (813) 274-8624.
A copy of the Request for Proposals applicable to the Project may
be obtained by contacting the City of Tampa, Real Estate Division
at (813) 274-8624.

Experienced , Licensed
Stylist Wanted For
Professional Salon
Centrally Located Booth
Rental Or Commission
Call (813) 935-2882

CNA'S
Starting Pay
7 - 3 $10.00$11 .00
3 - 11 $11 .00 - $12.00
Great Benefits, 401 k
Raise In April
Pleasant, Courteous
. Work Environment
LTC Experience Required

Apply In Person
Delta Health Care
1818 E. Fletcher

,...""
..,

.....~~

f"?~ Family
\.

Enrichment

Tbis is a paraprofessiol)al positiol), wbicb
..._
l·cn:'.''
requires a 11)il)ii1)UI1) of two years' work experiel)ce
il) the social work or fall)ily advocacy field. Soll)e coll~e is preferable.

JOB KNOWLEDGE: SKILLS AND ABILIITIES
START IMMEDIATELY
National Mortgage/Real
Estate Firm Seeks Ambitious
Career Minded People.
Full Training, FT/PT
$5k - $8k Per Month

* Must be or~al)ized al)d a self-starter
* Ability to col)l)ect fall)ilies witb appropriate coi1)11)UI)ity
resources
* Good coll)puter skiUs
* Kl)owled~e of tbe ACCESS Systell)
* Experiel)ce il) c. social service al)d/or I)OI)~profit el)virol)ll)el)t
desirable

1-800-679-7042 Ext. 0251

SALARY RANGE: 24K-28K depel)dil)~ upol) experiel)ce, kl)owled~e.
skills al)d abilities.

! FREE Rent!

JOB DESCRIPTION: Tbis is a full-till)e positiol) wbicb requires ol)~oil)~ il)teractiol) witb relative care~iver fall)ilies, il) order to assess
tbeir l)eeds.

Looking 4 Live ·In Person
To Run Home Daycare
Must Have 30 Hours Day
Care, 5 Hour Literacy,
CPR-first Aide For Children

Applical)ts 11)Ust fax tl)eir resul1)e to

(813) 231-7196, Attl): Coreatba Larkil)s

Tele Marketer
And Secretary Wanted ·
Start Today
Temp Work
Must Have Computer
Knowledge, Be Punctual
And Highly Motivated
Monday - Friday
Weekends Optional
Call (813) 630-9827

·o Down

5 Bedroom
Bank Foreclosure! $63,600 !
Only $505/Monthly!
5% Down 20 Years ·
At8%APR

All Credit Welcome!!
1ST Time Home Buyer &
Government Progra""s

For Listings 800-366-9783
Ext. H489

A) 4/2 & 1/1
W/Large In Ground Pool
EZ Finance

Palm River

B) Or 4/2 Wit~ Garage
Built In 2001 .

3/2/1 - Newly Renovated
.
Block, CHA
. Great Neighborhood
· No Money· Down
$1,500/Monthly
·'
.
. Call (813) 716-8252

C) Temple Terrace ·3/2
With Garage ·
Screened Lanai
813.630.9827

5908 Palm River

·

2806 N. 16th Street

Fo_r Listings
800-366-9783 Ext. S7 48

Call (813) 621-7493

Call (404) 290-3277

Grant Park Area

BE FIRST IN LINE!
Available 6/2/07
· For Move In!

Egypt Lake

PRESS
OPERATOR
NEEDED

4 Bedrooms/1 Bath
· Large Yard, WDH
$900.00 Monthly
$600.00 Deposit

3/2, 1200 Sq. Ft.'
· 1992 Pulte Home
Riverdale Subdivision
-Off Harney
$179;000 ·

A B Dick

Call (813) 767-3185

1 & 2 Color ·
Experienced
Preferred
Full Time Position

North Tampa

Janice Davis,
Century 21 Shaw Realty
813-763-5932

Won't Last Long
Call (813) 930-6750

5205 N. Lois Avenue
Tampa, FL 33614
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3 Bedrooms/1 Bathroom
1 Car_Detached .Garage
CHA, Washer/Dryer Hookup
:Y. Acre Yard That Is Fenced
Pets Okay .
·
$1,350.00/Monthly.
$0 Deposit

Apply In Person

z
z

::0

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
WID Hook-up, CHA
$950.0,0/Monthly
$800.QO/Deposit
Section 8 Accepted

5% Down , 20 Years 8%

en
m
r-

4 Bedroom/1.5 Bath
Completely Renovated
New Electrical, Plumbing,
CHA, Also New Roof
$155,000

4/2- $294/Month!
5/3- $505/Month!

c

)>

'
CD

Your Job Is Your Credit
Low Down Payment
Lease 2 Purchase

HUD HOMES!

r-

.Q
~

m

. HOME OWNERSHIP · .

Irvin (813) 965-5413

"T1

~

If Interested Call
(813) 476-9522
Ask ForTe

3417 North 53rd Street

NEW WAGE SCALE

....., .

2 Bedrooms/1 Bathroom
Washer/Dryer Hookup,
CHA, Large Fenced Yard
Pets OK
$850.00/Monthly
$0 Deposit

CONTACT LaVORA @ (813) 248-1921
To Publish Your Classified Ad Or
Business Directory Ad ·
In The Florida Sentinel Bulletin

Won't Last Long
Call (813) 930-6750

Fax To: (813) 248-9218
Or Email: ledwards@flsentinel.com
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. EastTampa
Large New 4/2 Home
Concrete Block, Fenced,
Alarm, CHA, WOH, OW
No Pets
Section 8 Only

2 Homes For Rent
Beautiful 3 Bedrooms
And 4 Bedrooms

3 Bedroorn/1 Bath
Available Immediately
Section 8 Preferred
Call (813)495-748
Or (813) 713-4055
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3 Bedroom/1 Bath Home
On 3 Lots
$975.00/Monthly
$300. 00/Deposit

VNN/.REALPROPERTYWORX.COM

Call (813) 220-3133

USF/Falrground Area

2 Homn For Rent

4 Bedrooms/1 ~ Bath
$1 ,250.00/Monthly
Section 8 OK

Beautiful 3 Bedrooms
And 4 Bedrooms

5 Bedroom
Bank Foreclosure! $63,6001
Only $505/Monthly!
5% Down 20 Years
At8%APR

Move In Special
For Section 8 Cllenta
Snow Sun Villas
12301 N. 11th Street

For Listings 800-366-9783
Ext. H489

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
$650.00/Monthly

8415 North 18th Street

813-971-0341

Home For Rent
Section 8 Welcome

North Side Apartment

For More
Information Call
Hearken Properties, LLC
813-766-7540

Large 1 Bedroom /1 Bath
$500.00/Monthly
Includes Water, Sewage
& Garbage
No Pets
References Required

Call (813) 234-2314
Or (813) 767-8052
Please A Leave Message

Call 813-220-3833
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Grant Park Area
3417 North 53rd Street

$294/Monthlyl
4 Bedroorn/2 Bath .
Foreclosure!
5% Down ·
20 Years @ 8%. A~R ··:·
For Listings 800-366~9783
·Ext. R592
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(813) 968-1168
Section 8 Only
2 Each
3 Bedroom Homes
For Rent

Call (813) 767-3185

2 Bedroom Home
. Large Lot, Fenced ·
.· Range, Refrigerator, AIC
· · $625.00/Monthly
+Deposit
Ready For
Immediate Occupancy

IL

(113) 234-8184
3706 N. 55th Street
· House for Rent .
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, FencedYard
$850.00/Monthly
+Deposit
Call (813) 621-5410
Or (561) 584-1288

Ybor City Area
1207 E. 20th Avenue
4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Section 8 Approved
$1375.00 Per Month
$800.00 Deposit

Please Call
(813) 293-8431

Call (813) 476-1771

3706 N. 55th Street
House for Rent
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, Fenced Yard
$850. 00/Monthly
+Deposit

Never Rent Again!
Buy 3 Bedrooms- $13,000!

·•.

Call (813) 821-5410 ..
· Or (561) 584-1288
Available Now
3914 O.leull
·· Spacious 3/1
Large Living/Dining
& Family Room ·
With Inside Utility
$975.00/Monthly
$600.00/Deposit

Call (813) 740-0384

5 Bedrooms - $63,600!
HUDHomes
Available Now!
" For Listings
800-386-9783 Ext. 5649
Grant Park Area
3417 North 53rd Street
. 4 Bedrooms/1 Bath ·
Large Yard, WOH
$900.00 Monthly
$600.00 Deposit
Call (813) 787-3185

(113) 588-0142
Newly Renovated
Excellent Comer Location
This Little Old House Has
Charm Plus 2 Bedrooms
And 1 Bath, Comes With
Stove, Refrigerator, AIC,
Also, Included Is The
Electric And Water For Only
$775.00 Per Month
Drive By Info Listed At
3429 E. 11th Avenue

Sulphur Sprlnga Area
2 Bedroorn/11/2 Bath
Townhouse For Lease
GatedCommunity
A Low $720.00
Section 8 Welcome
Security Deposit $350.00
$25.00 Application Fee

Sulphur Springs
8215 9th Street North
4/2 - Available Immediately
Large Yard, CHA
$1 ,100/Monthly
Section 8 Ok

. (813) 960-4203
Leave Message

(813) 244-9335

:J
0..

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Nice Family Home
Available Now

Progress Village

4 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Large Yard, WDH •
$9oo.oo Morithly
$600.00 Deposit

Rivertree Landing Apts.
813-983-8362

CALL 813-600-6090

Section 8 Tenant Wanted
Section 8 Move In Special
3619 N. 72nd Street

USF/Falrground Area
4 Bedrooms/1% Bath
$1,250.00/Monthly
Section 8 OK

Call (813) 234-2314
Or (813) 787-8052
PleaseALeaveiMesaage

(813) Ml-3482
3418 North 48th Street

1, 2, 3 & 4 Bedroom
Homes Available
Locations All Over Tampa
Low Security Deposits

Progresa Village Area
8315 Allamanda Avenue
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
AIC Fenced, Carport,
washer/Dryer Hook'-'P
Immediate Occupancy
$700. 00/Deposit
$900.00/Monthly
SectionS Preferred
Call Ed
(727) 542-7283

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
.WE ACCEPT VISA,
MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS
& DEBIT CARD PAYMENT VIA PHONE

4 Bedroorn/2 Bath Home
$1 ,300.00/Monthly
$250.00/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome
Please Call
(813)' 382-2718
For More Information

Se Habla Eapanol

Tampa Heights
3 Bedrooms/2Baths
Water/Sewage/Trash
$850. 00/Monthly
813-289-0090
Advanced Property
Management, Inc.
Belmont Heights Area
3 Bedroorn/1 Bath Home
CHA, Large Yard
Washer/Dryer Hook-Up
Section 8 ·Accepted
$1 ;100/Monthly
Call (813) 215-1951
Ybor ·
3 Bedrooms/1 Bathroom
Ad A Den, CB, CHA
Washer/Dryer Hookup
Fenced Yard, Pets Okay
$950.00/Monthly
$0 Deposit
Won't Laat Long ·
· Call (813) 930-6750
304 W Columbus Drive
4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
8116 N 17th St
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

Town & Country Area

Section 8 Welcome!

4 Bedroom Pool Home
CHA, Carpet, Tile,
Washer/Dryer Hook-up, .
Large Den
Section 8 Welcome

Bob @ University Realty
813-977-0079 x117

Call (813) 500-1351
Or (813) 933-8771
2107 34th Street
3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Very Nice
Available Immediately
$650. 00/Monthly
$650.00/Deposit
Close To Bus Line
Please Call
(813) 382-2718
For More Information

One & Two Bedrooms
Available
SOme With River View
$399.00 Move in Special

Call (813) 626-0978
River Pines Apartments
SENIOR CITIZEN
COMMUNITY
Active independent living
for 55+, quiet park-l ike
setting,
shopping ,
transportation ,
social
activities, riverfront living.
Efficiencies and 1-bedroom
· apartments starting at
$360.00 . ·per
month.
(813) 985-4419
Seminole Heights
Seniors 82+
Now Accepting .
AppUcations For:
1& 2 Bedroom Apartments
· Controlled Access, Library
And Community Room
With Activities
Beautiful Landscaped
Community
SpeCial Accessibility For
Hearing and Sight
Impaired
· Well Served By Public
Transportation
Income Restricted
Leasing Office @
202 E. Broad Street
The Oaks at Riverview
(813) 231-7700
Oaksatrlvervlew@verizon.net

SUPPORT THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL ADVERTISERS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$8.00- 1-20 WORDS And 50¢ FOR EACH
ADDITONAL WORD OVER 20 THIS PRICE IS
EACH TIME YOU PUBLISH YOUR AD

PUBLICATION DEADLINES:
Tuesday Edition Friday @ 3:00 P.M.
Friday Edition Tuesday@ 3:00P.M . .
Fax Your Ads 24 HRS.TO (813) 248-9218
Or Email ledwards@flsentlnel.com
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ROOMS FOR REN
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1 & 2 Bedrooms Available
. University Area
Low Security Deposits
Call 813-600-5090
I/INNV.REALPROPERTYWORX.COM

2613 W. Cypress Street
1 Bedroom/1 Bath
Nice And Clean
Ceiling Fan
Security Bars
$500.00/Monthly
$400.00/Deposit
(813) 391-7046
USF Area ·
Studios
$425.00/Monthly
Lofts
$505.00/Monthly
Immediate Occupancy
CALL 813-977-3401

Apartment

Section 8 Perferred

Room For Rent

Room For Rent

2 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Located In Brandon
Close To All Convenience
Private Backyard
2 Car Parking
$825.00 Per Month
Section 8 Welcome

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath Duplex
Tile Floors, Large Yard
WID Hook-Up

$125.00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privileges

$100.00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privileges

(813) 473-3746

2/1, CHA, WDH
$500.00/Deposit
$795.00/Rent
Section 8 Welcome

Attention
Section 8 Tenants
3 Bedroom Apartments
. CHA, W/D Hookup,
Private Parking
Move In Now! II
Call Today!
' (813) 546-7782
Only A Few Left

2 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Located In Brandon
Close To All Convenience
Private Backyard
2 Car Parking
$825.00 Per Month
Section 8 Welcome
(813) 473-3746
Busch Gardens
& USF Area
Section 8 Welcome! I
, Newly Removatecj 1 .
· Bedroom. 1 Bath, Central
AC, Tile Floors, New
Appliances, Ceiling Fans
$625.00/Month, Ver'f Low
Deposit! Water &
Trash Included!!!!
813-244-7435
Section 8 &
Senior Citizens
Move In SPECIAL!
$0 Security Deposit
$720.00/Month (Includes
Water, Sewer, Garbage)
2 Bedrooms + 2 Baths, WID
Hookup, Microwave
Dishwasher, CHA
13113 Leisurewood Place
(Behind University Mall)
Call Marian ·
(8'13) 832-9557

(813) 626-0331
Tampa Heights Duplex
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Large Kitchen
Close To Downtown
$600.00/Monthly
$300.00/Deposit

Duplex- Busch Area
DUPLEX
1504 E. 138th Ave.
3/1 , CHA, W/D Hook-up
$795.00/Month
$500/Deposit
Sectio~ 8 Accepted
Ron (813) 920-1085
(813) 690-6664
Grant Park
3413-B 53rd Street ·
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Washer/Dryer Provided
Security Bars, Fans
$725.00 /Month ,_.
$725.00 Deposit ·
o

Call 813-505~7266
USFArea Duplex
1 Bedroom/1 Bath
New Tile & Paint ·
New Appliances
$600.00/Monthly
+ Security Deposit
section 8 Ok

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
WID Hook-up
Refurbished Kitchen
Section 8 Welcome
Great Deal
Call (813) 261-7538
Or (813) 503-0493
Duplexes
8603 And 8605 N. 15th St
3 Bedrooms/2 Bath
Section 8 Welcome
For More
Information Call
Hearken PrQperties, LLC
.
813-166-7540
Duplexes ..
Section 8 ONLY
Large 3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Nice Area, WDH, CHA,
Walk-In Closets
Move-In Special ·
Call John
(813) 789-3879

(813f263-6460
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Very N:ce, Quiet, WDH,
Newly Remodeled, Quiet
Nice Neighbors
Utilities Included
CrediUBackground Check
$750.00/Monthly
$700.00/Deposit
Section
8 Welcome
,
(813) 971-5107

GET NOTICED ·
Place Your Ad In The Business Directory
Contact LaVora For More Information
(813) 248-1921
Or Email
ledwards@flsentinel.com
FAX YOUR ADS24nTO: (813) 248-9218

PUBLICATION DEADLINES:
Edition Friday @ 3:00 P.M.
Friday Edition Tuesday@ 3:00P.M.

Call (813) 802-4930
Rooms For Rent
$150 Weekly
$100 Deposit Moves You In
Clean Area

Call (813) 285-8147

(813) 918-5529
Rooms For Rent

(813) 247-4334

Nice And Clean
CHA, Drug Free
$125. 00/Weekly
$125.00/Deposit

·

Large Living Room, Cable,
Lights, And Water Included
$225.00 Weekly
$200.00 Deposit
Phone (813) 915-9406

Fully Remodeled Rooms
For Rent
$120.00- Weekly
Call 1-800-890-7639
Large Rooms
Large Rooms For Rent
Starting At $75.00 Per Week
All Rooms Include Water,
Garbage, And Maintenance

Clair Mel Area
Room For Rent'
$125.00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privileges
Call (813) 516-7719
2928 N. 18th Street
Room For Rent
55 Years And
Older Preferred
$120.00/Weekly ·
$120.00/Deposit
Call (813) 231-2023
Nice Quiet Room
Nice Area
Utilities Included
Kitchen Privileges
Males 50 Years
& Older Preferred
$145.00 Per Week/Up

Room For Rent

Won't Last long
Call Today (813) 930-6750
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Furnished - Privacy
Deluxe 1 Bedroom Efficiency
With AIC
Single Male Preferred
Weekly - Bi-weekly
(Advance Rent)

...

(813) 965-5931
-·'

: .

.r

Fully Furnished Large
.Room ·
$125.00 Weekly
$110.00 Deposit
Cable Access
Utilities Included
Phone (813) 236-4816
Clair Mel Area ·
Room For Rent
$130.00- $175:00/Weekly
Private Bathroom
Shared Kitchen
&·Living Room
No Drugs - Non-Smoker

2/1 , CHA, WDH
$40.00 Non-Refundable
Background Check
$500.00/Deposit ·
$775.00/Rent
Section 8 Welcome

$130.00- $175.00/Weekly
Private Bathroom
House Privileges
No Drugs
Non-Smoker

(813) 626-0331

·call (813) 545-9139

Grant Park
3610 North 55th St. #B
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
$800.00/Monthly
Includes Water, Trash
Yard Service .
Section 8 Welcome

Just Like Home
Leave Message
Immediate Response
: First Week Rent
+Security
$100.00 - $150.00/Weekly
Furnished And Unfurnished

Includes Washer/Dryer
Private Bath
Telephone (Local) .
And Satellite TV

Call Robert (813) 361-0344

' (813) 319-5646

Furnished Rooms
For Rent

Duplex Apartment_
2102-A W: Beach St.
In Redeveloping
West Tampa

East Tampa
2 Rooms For Rent

Clean, Quiet, CHA
No Illegal Activities
Near Ybor & Downtown
No Credit Check
Must Have Job
$1 25. 00/Weekly

(813) 238-6353

.......

m

6213-A N. 47th Street

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Apartment - With
Central Station Alarm
Tile In Bath And Kitchen
New Oak Cabinets
$600.00 Per Month

N
0
0

5709 East 30th Street

Call (813) 624-8540
Efficiencies

(11

2409 19th Avenue
Rooms For Rent
Retired Or Older
Working Person

(81 S) -927-2878

.. ,·:··.

IFax Your Ads 24 HRS. TO (813) 248-92181

Tuesd~y

6216-A N. 48th Street

Call (813) 224-9040

WVIJW.REALPROPERTYWORX.COM .

Apartment

(813) 230-8968
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Call (813) 545-9139
Available Now
Senior Citizens Preferred
~600. 00/Monthly

1 Furnished/1 Unfurnished
No Drugs, Utilities Included,
Washer/Dryer Kitchen,
Living Room Access
Near Busline
$500 Down/$500 Month
Per Room
813-416-1184
Or 954-559-2232

Call (813) 273-9187
Or (813) 965-4434

$1 2~. 00/Deposit

(404) 839-4629
SUPPORT THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL ADVERTISERS
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Rooms 4 Rent
Offer End In Two Weeks
4 Bedrooms/1.5 Bath
Call Now (850) 459-4294
Or (813) 900-0325
Christian Person Has
Rooms For Rent
$110.00/Rent
$110.00/Deposit
No Drugs Or
Illegal Activities Allowed
Call Mike
(813) 770-2266
Furnished Rooms
Queen Size Bed
$175.00/Weekly
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'93 MUSTANG- $1,800.00
'97 LINCOLN - $2,800.00

$500! Police Impounds!
Hondas, Chevys,
Acuras,Toyotas,etc.
From $500!

Contact: Prince
(813) 695-4343

Repairs, Upgrades,
Virus Control And More
"Service You Can Trust"
Call Tony (813) 695-7813

Ford Mustang 93 - $9001
Polfc~ Impounds
And Repos
Available Now!
Cars Trucks And SUVs
For Listings
800-366-9813 Ext 9398

. w. RUDY'S
REPAIR SERVICE

Business Partners
50% {ROI)
Call Mureese Hodge
At (229) 291-3203
Or mureese1@yahoo.com

MAKE YOUR NEXT
VACATION OR
FAMILY
CELEBRATION
A CRUISE
CALL GLORIA FOR
GREAT RATES !!!!!

813-973-1080
www.thesunandfuncruises.com

Tarpley's AJC
(813) 238-7884
Cell (813) 541-5010

' .

Sales & Service
New & Used A/C
Prices Starting· At $250.00

For Listings Call
800-366-9813 ext K027

• Find You ACorner And Make Quick
Monev In Acouple 01 Hours! ,
..

t

Cosl

Prolil

$5.00

$2.50

$10.00

$5.00

$15.00

$7.50

.· $20.00

$10.00

$25.00

$12.50

$50.00

$25.00

.
'
- $100.00

$50.00

. $200.00

$100.00

813-980-9070

4 Bedrooms/2 Bath!
Foreclosures!
5% Down
20 Years@ 8% APR .

DJ SERVICES
Karaoke On Demand ·

"'

Music For All Occasions
Weddings, Parties,
Graduations, Banquets
Call Bobbie
(813) 843-8867

'I""

w

C)

~·

a.

Fax Your Ads 24 HRS.
(813) 248-9218
Or Email
ledwards@flsentinel.com

$294/Monthly!

· For Listings Call
800-366-9783 Ext. 5492
DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSE!

Email bobbieemerald@ij.net

We Buy 'Forclosure Homes
Cash In 3 Days

bobbieemerald@hotmail.com
(Karaoke Also Available)

See Our Full Page Ad In
The Florida Sentinel.

..

www.rehabberssuperstore.com

. (813) 227-9240
· We Will Convert
· Your Personal :
VHS Tapes To DVD
$10.00 Each
·
Cassette Tapes To CO's
$5.00 Each
Same Day Service
Call (813) 285-4674

Mr. Jay's Handyman
& Moving Service
No Job too Small
Cheapest In Town
Free Estimates
; •. Pressure Washing
Tile, Concrete
-Moving Service Etc .
(813) 504-8519

DNA Paternity Testing
Legal or personal testing
available. Results in just
3 DAYS. No Collection Fees
in ]"ampa. NO BLOOD!
Payment options avai_l able

Police Impounds,

00

We Can Help
Call Today
(813) 728-4182

For Listings
800-366-9783 Ext. 5490

220121s1 Ave. • Tampa, FL33&05
. [8131 248-1921'

$0 Down!
C.ars From $29/Mo!
36 Months @ 8.5% apr.
For Listings
800-366-9813 ext K456

Behind On Payments?
Save Your Credit!

Adults & Children
Cleanings, Fillings
Extractions

~-

· Police Impounds
Available Now!
Many Makes and Models

Avoid Foreclosure

Buy 3 Bedroom $13,000!
5 Br $63,600!
HUD Homes
Available Now!

FREE DENTAL

Lie# CAC 1815130

Honda Civic 93 $500!

I• i·h1 aa !·ti'' ·J +JI

Never Rent Again!

LIC #CAC 1814465

Credit Cards Accepted

* Lighting
* Wiring
* Circuit Breakers
* Convenient Service

Lie -..70392

813-232-2477
(leave Message)

I&' I;!,.]: I.] ii[.]'I 1: ,,,

• All Your Electrical Needs
* Free Estimates

Call Marcus Smalls
(813) 625-6699

For Listings Call
800-366-9813 Ext 3695

Private Room
Private Bath
Female.Preferred
$125.00/Weekly
+Deposit

Call (813) 620-1866

m

'92 JEEP- $900.00

POWER-ONE
ELECTRICAL SERVICES

Top Notch
Computer Service

MLK Area

:::;)

..J
..J

For ListingsCall
800-366-9813 Ext K062

AFFORDABLE CARS

Call (813) 900-6926

w

~

Buy Police lmpounds/Repos !

Full Size Bed
$150.00/Weekly ·
$150. 00/Deposit

Complete Air Conditioning &
Heating Service On All
Makes and Models

z

Acura Integra 94 - $7001

. C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning
1-3 Rooms ·
ONLY - $24.95
No Hidden -CHARGES!
Call (813) 626-7303
(813) 325-4330 Cell .

Sunrise Carpet Cleaning

http ://d n atestingsolutio n s. com
-

Any 3 Rooms- $45.00
Upholstery {3 Pc) $85.00
One Hour Dry Time
(813) 380-3837 Office

-

.

DNA Testing Solutions
11972 N. Florida Avenue .
(813) 915-0000

Real Estate Investors
"Buy Homes From
SELLERS IN
FINANCIAL TROUBLE"
_ We Help With
Financing Tool
Irvin (813) 965-5413
For_real_about_realestate_ll~yahoo. com

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD,
AMERICAN EXPRESS AND DEBIT CARD PAYMENT VIA PHONE

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---------. ~

c:

MORTGAGE
WE BUY JUNK CARS
AND TRUCKS
CALL J.R.
(813) 966-3501
We Will Buy Your
Junk Cars, Trucks
And Vans·
Call Penny
(813) 621-0163
Wanted Dead Or Alive
Unwanted Cars
And Trucks.
We Pay Cash!
We Will Come To .You

No Money Down
Newly Remodeled Homes
With EquitY
Get Approved Today!
813-936-5516 Ext 209

Phone (813) 727-6728

Cash In 3 Days
For Your House
Ready To Sell Promptly

Private Investor Has
Immediate CA$H For Your
Home Or Commercial
Building

Call Floyd
813-727-6728

Bubba's BBQ
915 East Grant Avenue
(813) 270-5276
Grand Opening
Catering Available
Dinner Plate Special
Rib Sandwiches

$3.99

SALO
Micros Short Hair
$65
Micros Long Hair
$85
Body Plaits
$95
Corn Rows
$1 0~$45
Weaves
$45 $6-5Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429

(813) 224-0948
Double Money
Back Guarantee

Phone (813) 695-2438

Party Hall For Rental
For Quince & Other .
Occasions
Good Rates & Location
(813) 229-3922 Evenings

Experienced, Licensed .
Stylist Wanted For
Professional Salon
Centrally Located Booth
Rental Or Commission
Call (813) 935-2882

Hauling And Clean-Up

13! 11.111;I: '·Ud il

Phone (81_3) 245-9761
If Your Well
Runs Dry

Need Money?
Law Suit Pending
Car Accidents
Wokers Compensation
.
Slip & Fall
Get Money In 2-3 Days_
No Credit Check
Call (813) 298-4370
Or (813) 917-5521 ·
Licensed

Fast Cash
Mortgage Loans

. HOME REPAIRS ·
carpentry, Sheet Rock,
Doors, Locks, Windows, .
Ceiling, Painting, Tile, Room
Addition, Remodeling, etc.
(813) 416-6183 Or
. (813) 630-0839
Lie #2170004117

5 Day Closing!- Purchase
Or Refi's, Investor Loans
Foreclosures, No/Low Credit
Scores (Below 500)

DJ's HOME REPAIR :
813-241-7943
Doug Jackson_

Call Today And Close By Next Weeki
Prince & Associates
(813) 217-5668
Website: www.princehouses.com

Give Us A Call
No Job Is Too Small
Notary Service Drywall
Ceramic Tile, Driveways
Plumbing Roofing, Home
Additions And More!
Lie# 112779

WATKINS PRODUCTS
For Over 138 Years
Red·And White Liniments,'
Vitamins, Aloe Juice,
-Salves, Various Gourmet
Spices, And·Much More!
Call Today
To Buy Or Sell
(813) ~48-0669 .

(...
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Trash Cleanup, Tree Trimming
And Removal, Or Any Other
Hauling. Cheapest Rates.

z

m
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No Job Too Big Or Small
Including Furniture Removal

.....

TRY U FIRST
HOME REPAIR
HOME IMPROVEMENT
DOOR LOCKS
BATHROOM REMODELING
ROOM ADDITIONS
WINDOWS REPLACEMENT
ROOF/SOFFIT ECT. 813-643-6594 OR
813-270-2611

-

Lie.# 16714500002

Since running my "3 Days Cash
For Your Home" ad there have
been reports of other copy-cat
real estate investors trying to
manipulate people with empty
offers of quick cash and fast
closings. - There are few
legitimate Tampa companies
th ~t can honor such offers.
Rehabbers Superstore is the
real deal. Before you. lose
any value in your home ask
the investor to provide
the following: · ·. .·
1) References: Ask to talk with
people who have recently sold
them their home.
• 2) Proof of-Funds: Ask them to
prove they have the cash to
close quickly. Many investors
use a "Quick Cash - Fast
Closing" tactic to get you to sign
on the fine, then they run
around town trying to · find
someone to buy their C011tract.
3) Occupational License: Are
they legitimate? Ask for a copy
of their occupational license.
At the Rehabber's Superstore
we have the cash to buy, and
we can close all deals in 3 days.
More importantly, we can
provide you' with our
credentials. See our full page ad in
the Florida Sentinel to learn
more, or visit our website at
www.rehabberssuperstore.com

(813) 227-9240
Kenny Rushing .

Call (813) 285-4674

l•'n a:t•n ·'-l'fi tJI
Real Estate Investors
Buy Homes From Sellers
In Financial Trouble
We Help With
Financing Too!
(813) 965-5413 Irvin

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSE!

Sage Properties
Group, LLC

Cash In 3 Days. For Your
Vacant
Lands,
Lots
Or Acreage.

Need to Sell Your House?
Cash Deals in 3 Days!

.,r-

See Our Full Page Ad In
The Florida Sentinel.

www.sellpromptly.com
Call Floyd 813-727-6728
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www.rehabberssuperstore.com

(813) 227-9240
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DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl
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Cash In 3 Days
For Your House
SPIRITUAL READINGS
Identify Problems, Discover
Situations And Set Goals That
Will Turn Your Life Around,
Towards God. Candles, Oil,
Sprays Incense, etc. Sold Here

· c:
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See Our Full Page Ad In
The Florida Sentinel.
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(813) 227-9240
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We Buy Houses

m

The Good, The Bad
. & The Ugly

m
<
m·

www. rehabber~SUP.erstore. com

:X:

Sister Harvey
Call (813) 249-1199 ·

WARNING!!!!! .

Call Dave's Well Drilling
& Pump Service
Reasonable Prices At
(813) 986-0125
Ask For Dave

·

Irvin (813) 965-5413

$2.99

Monday - Friday
11:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

We Rid Your Home
Of Roaches And
They Stay Gone!
Live Roach FREE

We Pick Up Any
Junk Metal For FREE!

MAC DADDY
Lawn Service

Call Eli (813) 325-4643

Cash In 3 Days
For Your House

Landlords/Property
Owners

Roach Problem?

"We Do Best For Less"

Don't Be Fooled
By Others

Lie #022650

Phone (813) 385-7713

For Junk Cars, Trucks
Vans And Motorcycles _
Running Or Not

H And T Masonry
Remodeling,
Sidewalks, Patios,
Carpentry, Drywall,
Ceramic Tile, And Plumbing

Sage Properties
Group, LLC

PEST CONTROL

We Pay "TOP" $CASH$ .

13!i1-l'hi"·'Miill•;,,.fi:•,J%~'·*2J'I
~
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REPAIR
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Readings By Mrs. Green
Problems, Worried
dr Unhappy? I Can Af1.d
Will Solve All Problems Of
· Life Immediately!
Reunite You Back With The
. One You Love
Call For Free Reading
Toll Free
1-888-854-3031

~

STOP FORECLOSURES!

c:

m

You Keep Your Home
Estate Sales·&
Lease Options

(/)
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Call Us Today!
· Homeowner Consultant
813-245-2580
813-630-9008

~
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Healer Advisor
The Lady Of Miracles ..
I Guarantee To Help Out
Where Others Failed. I Help - . - - - -f-Y_o_u_r_W_e-- ----,
1Runs Dry11
In All Proolems. I Help With
Love, Nature, & Money
Problems. Help In 3 Qays.
Call Dave's Well Drilling
Call
Now
For · Your
&p
s ·
Guaranteed Luck Number &
..
ump ervt~e
Hand. Call Now & Be Lucky
Reasonable Prices At
& Healthy.
(813) 986-0125
Ask For Dave ··
Sister Ida
1-800-780-4772
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT RATE

EMERGENCY
Jacks $25.00 & Up
Phones - Fax - Cable
Wiring ~epair
(813) 850-5947
24-Hour Service
Lie# SP13104

$8.00 - 1-20 Words And
50¢ For Each Additional
Word Over 20 This Price Is
Each Time·You Publish
Your Ad
PUBLICATION
DEADLINES:
Tuesday Edition
Friday @ 3:00 P.M.
Friday Edition
Tuesday @ 3:00 P.M.
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DIRECTORY
WARREN
DAWSON

WHIDDEN BROWN
•
•
•
•
•

ATTORNEY AT LAW
• Personal Injury
• Wrongful Death
• Criminal Law

ALL FELONIES
•
ALL MISDEMEANORS •
OUI
•
VOP's
.•
DRUG CRIMES
•

DRIVER'S UCENSE ISSUES
AU PERSONAL INJURY CASES
DIVORCE
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
MODIACATIONS

Criminal Defense

Bond MolioM
ProbaUoo Violutioll<

State and Federal

Drug OIT•nsr.s

~.~~~~olmtCrint• (813) 272-2200

CALLI (813) 454o418St

AVAILAIILI 24/7 I CONS&ATAftONS AVAILABLI
31t1 W. Dr. M.L KING BLVD. STE. 100, TAMPA. FL 33607

221-1800

Sex OITaues
DUIIRUI

Serving Hillsborough. Pas<o and Hernando CountY

App<nls
J.ll511
.l.!IOC.l

402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa. FL 33602

Free lnfomtation Conctming. Qua.lifiCJ.tiOJIS & Experience Av:Uiable Upun Re4u<'l. The Hiring Of An
AUomey Is An Important Oeaston That Should No! Be Based Solely Upon AdvertiS<m<nls. Bcfoco You
Decide Ask Us To Stnd You Free Wrillen lnfonnoliun.

~:~~~~~~~::r~~~!:'~~~=~:ew~:;t=~:~~~:~e.

ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY

P.L.

ATTORNEYS AT LA W
MIAMI - TAMPA

BONDSMAN

o Bond Motions
Felony o Misdemeanors
o Traffic
o Warrants
o VOP
o Personal Injury

o

3111 W. MLK Ste. 100 Tampa, FL

~
c

(813) 774-1800
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The hiring llf ai&YJ)'N' n an in"'~' daWi on thll.,.,_,..~
be t-.uat lulely
~n advtl"tistme~~ts. flefore )W Jecill!r:. ut 1&1 \.1 i&tlld ) \ •U tree writlm
ilfcmaald!. &lxow otD'ql.l.llifiCili'fll and rxrnimcc.

k.:.!@.J chuckgreene@hotrnail.com ~
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ATTORNEY
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ATTOR\E\'S &
COL'\SELORS

:::l
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.U L~r

1112 E. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33602
info@jjhlaw.net
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JOYNER &.JORDAN-HOLMES

::z:::

PERSONAL INJURY I WILLS & ESTATES
'BUSINESS I REAL ESTATE I MEDIATION
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813.229.9300

ATTORNEY
State & Fed. W. C. Claims
*Certified by Michigan State unl'lll!!n:•-rv•
* All Job-Related Injuries
* Change Treating Physicians
* Collect Back Pay
* Hostile Work Environment ' ··; · ' · .~· ·,.;;,;
* W.C. / Race Discrimination ..
ATTY RODERICK FORD
FREE CONSULTATION!

(813) 223-1200

(Except For Pure Trtle VII C•••) ·

220 E. Madison Street • Suite 1207, Tampa, FL 33802

m

The hiring of a lawyer Is an Important dedslcn and !hauld not be based upcn adevertsements.
Before Y<AJ decide, alit ua to .end y<AJ free wrttten lnformaucn about our quallncaucn and e>per1ence.
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z

VIsit us on-line etiWWW,FORDlAW.ORC. (Forrnerlf.S. Anny JACC Attorney)
Tbe Wrhac of• lawy•r lt oa lnapnf.IDt dedden .._,.should Mt ••ttased
us to send
rrn written lnf'ornaoUon oboul our
dechle.
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BONDSMAN

~
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adnrtbtments. Bdon: yeu

BONDSMAN

FREDDIE WILSON
Managing General Agent

·. 5006 E. Broadway
< Cell (813) 300-9107 ·
John3:16
For God so ICMd the~ lh.t He 111ft
his only betJolliMI Son, that--belieftlh In him should liCit parish, but hlft
-astingU..

'ID13 d::.:.:.l

HOME-BASED
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
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Charles Russell
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. Depend~e Service

lL.

3414 E. 7th Ave., Tampa

...1
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.

IL a ·ONDS · .~,: .
'~~~

. . :..P~Ik County
3~8 Dorsett·Ave. • (863) 678-0772
1
. ; -;.; , " · Lake Wales, FL 33853
·
>.: · Toll Free, 1~877-437-2663

24 Hour

a:0

!

. t:fillsborough Co~o,.~ph' .::;:·.~ ..
(813) .247-5092· ·..>+;:,·

Courteous
& Confidential

·' .

GEORGE.E. S-HAW.
9th At Adrian's My House Of
Soul • 2511 W. Columbus Drive,
· Tampa From 3:30 Until6:30 .
Free Dinnen, Enterfltinment And I)(Htr
Prizes, Come Meet The Facilitators,

..

i~

BONDSMAN

f

/'~-,

rFil .·Free Your Body! .
~Your Mind Will Follow

Lockley's Bail Bonds
Annie M. ·Lockley - Agent I Owner ·
7402 N. 56th Street
Suite 810 •
FL

·Office (813) 980.1600
Cell
624-5625

DEBORA HOWARD & CARROL PIRANT

Call (813) ·248-1921
Ask For Keith

Pres,~ons Are Every 2nd And 4th Monday
Begmnmg Monday, June II th At The Holiday
Inn Express, SI0 Grand Regency Blvd.
Brandon And Every Tuesday, Beginning
Tuesday, June 19th At 2511 W. Columbus
..
Drive • 7 P.M.-8:30P.M.

For. \dditional Information
Call Debora 'tt -l17-665-l

To Advertise In The Business Directory Call Betty or LaVora At 248~1921

DEADLINE FOR PLACING ADS: FRIDAY AT 3 P.M.
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On Safe 2(ow111
4412 LURLINE CIRCLE * TAMPA, FL
(813) 325-7368 * maryhuffff@yahoo.com

* *********

Member Of The Brandon Board Of Commerce
Member Of The CLIA (Cruise Line International Association)

Church Group Discounts
CHILD CARE CENTER

·

IRS CONSULTANT

Orient Road Child Care - ~~~~\:: ~ ,
Development Center ,~:f.>~~>~:;
5708 Orient Road •

FOBI1BB
IRS AGENT!!!
-. .

630·1772 ~::·_.(t.;.(~ .~~.t_;~f;:2~1

.

-

-

All IRS Matters

6:30 A.M. -6:30 P.M. • Mon. -Fri.
Lie. #593575731
1 • Pre·k
After Schoolers
Breakfast, Lunch & Snacks

' HAIR SALON

r-

Over 20 Years Experience

0

R. E. Mcintosh, LLC
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E11ro/led Agellt

HAIR SALON
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I Act As
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Your Power O.f Attorney
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And

Will Negotiate For You
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. Fax: 813-984-8324
E-Mail:
macmcintosh@ worldnet.att.net
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MORTGAGE
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PODIATRIST

PEST CONTROL
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Care Office &Home Service ,AIIied.Pest
® Fungal Skin. lnfeetions/Fungal Nails

m Ingrown Natls
·
. · .·
" 11 Wound Care
.
00 Heel Pain
·
00 Bunions I Hammered Toes · ·
·.
M Diabetic Shoes I Socks I Orthotics
o;ll Most Insurances Accepted · ·
® Commitment To Excellence • ·

• GOOD, BAD OR NO CREDIT
DEBT CONSOUDATION • REFINANCING ,....
• NO APPUCATION FEE

1Sr
II MOlt

.

AtAIVAICONVENTIONAL LOANS
FL 33603 • E-mail: yolandalntpaOaol.com

• (813) 546-3926

Cont act U s For Easy, Afford abl e Access To A Podtat nst .
www AcccssFoot C::src com

1-866-435F QQ.T (866-435-3668)
Town -N Country • 6101 W e bb Road· S Uite 309
.

.
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.
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"The Voice of Our Community
Speaking for Itself"

~s
·
1~ entineiBuiietin
Mlffi(( .\ 'S l ~lM<l!'r Sr:MJ.II'fDJ.t

(813) 248-1921

WE BUY HOUSES
Sage Propat1ies Group
Facing Foreclosure?
Payments Behind?
Need To Sell Fast?
Call On Floyd to Help
He Will Keep it Real
Cash for Your House

'Servtces·
.
..

MEMBER
Ft.PEST CONTROL ASSOC.
"SERVING TAMPA BAY FOR OVER 2S
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Boy Honored For Calling
:;
911 To Save Mom
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BLOOMF1ELD HILLS, Mich.
-- A 7-year-old Michigan boy
was honored Friday after he
called 911 when his mother
was injured and lost consciousness on Aprilu.
Malcolm Clark received a
fire chiefs citation Friday for
calling police after his mother
fell down a flight of stairs.
"I feel happy! What does this
award mean t~ you? A whole
bunch," Malcolm said.
Police said Clark called 911
and calmly gave the dispatcher
the information to help emergency workers get to his ho.use.
According to Malcolm, he
learned bow to call 911 because

MALCOLM CLARK

he participated .in a nine-week
course presented to secondgrade students in · the
Bloomfield Hills Schools and
taught · by
Bloomfield
Township Fire Inspector

Peter Vlahos.

·.. In 3 Days In Iraq
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$300,000 Grant

Driver Pleads Guilty
In Fatal Hit-And-Run

From Bank

15 U.S. Soldiers Killed
BAGHDAD -- It was a
deadly weekend for U.S. sol- .
~ diers in Iraq.
0
The U.S. military ann01,mced
LL on· Sunday .that 14 soldiers
were killed' in the past three
0
z days, including four in a single
ct
roadside bombing on Sunday.
~ They were killed while con0 ducting a search operation
en northwest
of Baghdad.
··
w
::;)
Two
other
soldiers
were
~
> - killed anq five were wounded
a: along with.an Iraqi interpreter

Negro League
Baseball Museum
Receives

in two separate roadside
bombings Sunday.
Combined with the previously announced death of a
U.S. 'soldier in central
Baghdad on Friday, that
makes the U.S. death toll for
June 15 so far~ According to the press
count, at least 3.493 members
of the U.S. military· have died
since the start of the Iraq war ·
in Minch 2003. .

KANSAS CITY, MO -- The
Negro League Baseball
Museum (NLBM) announced
that the Bank of America
Charitable Foundation has
donated $3oo,ooo, one of the
largest corporate contributions given to the museum in
recent years, to support a 3year national Historically
Black College and Universities
(HBCU) tour of the museum's
acclaimed traveling Negro
League history exhibition,
"Discover Greatness." · . , .
. Black College campuses once
served as training camps for
. many Negro League teams and
a number of Negro League
players attended those institutions. The grant supports the
museum's plans to reintroduce the Negro League to
many of the same campuses
that players once atte.nded
while introducing the story to·
a new generation. The exhibition will be made available at
no cost for schools interested
in serving as a host site.
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KIZZV JAMES Killed DAVID DURDEN JR.
JACKSONVILLE -- The of a fatal accident - a secwoman accused in a ·hit-and- ond-degree felony. ·
run that kille<l a 14-year-old
:James reached an agreeboy last spring pleaded guilty · ment with prosecutors to
on Tuesday, but the victim's plead guilty to a third-degree
mother has to wait until felony charge, which carries
Friday to see what punish- a maximum sentence of five
ment the driver will receive.
years in prison and a $5,000
In her plea, Kizzy James fine. James sentencing is
admitted to hitting David scheduled for Friday. .
Durden Jr., who was crossDurden's
mother,
ing Atlantic Boulevard on an .·Joa nn Griffin, does not
unlicensed pocket bike on .· feel that James has shown
March 2, 2006. The driver remorse.
fled the scene, but ·four days · "She just looks at me like
.later Florida Highway Patrol nothing ever happened and
investigators found James' she took my baby," Griffin
Honda Accord sitting outside said after leaving the cou'r ta body shop awaiting repairs. room Tuesday:
Griffin said she doesn't
Seven months later, investigators said they had physi- know if or when she can ever
.cal evidence that placed fo.rgive James. ·
J ames behind the wheel,
"I. understand she's got
and the FHP arrested her on . two kids, and as a mom ... I
charges of leaving the scene· don't know," Griffin said.
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LET :ZAP CAP~·sys.TEMS®
TAKE A STAND-AGAINST
POWER :._S~RGES. .

0

LL

Tampa Electric's Zap Cap Systems - . surge protection. can heJp_pro~ect ·
. your sensitive electronic applii:llices
from damaging power surges With a
doub.le 'line of defense for your ~orne:
Leam more and sign up at - ·
tampaelectric.cornlsurgeprotection
or call toll-free 1-877-SURGE-22
(1-877-787-4322).
Certain limited warranties and restrictions apply.
See our Web page for more details. ...
Zap Cap Systems is also available tor your business.

UFE RUNS ON ENERGY...
1-Bn-SURGE-22 (1-Bn-787-4322)
tampaelectric.com
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CRIME NEWS

14-Year-Oids Charged
With Robbery
Tampa · Police officers
arrested and charged a pair
of 14-year-olds with robbery
last Thursday evening.
Members of a squad were
in the area of Nebraska and
Fowler when they observed 4
Black males hanging out on
the railroad tracks just south
of that location.
The officers said the juveniles pulled out pellet guns
and began firing them at a
pedestrian passing by.
Knowing that ~ robbery had
occurred the night before at
the .nearby Burger King
drive · through involving
teenage suspects with pellet
guns, the squad followed the

juveniles and held them,
recovering the pellet guns.
Katwon Jones was
charged in the robbery at
Burger King with armed robbery aggravated battery,
shooting or throwing a deadly missile, and resisting
arrest without violence.
Deandre Gilchrist was
charged with armed robbery.
Police said the other two
juveniles with J ones · and
· Gilchrist ·were not involved
in the Burger King ro~bery
and were not charged with
that incident.
. Jo~es and Gilchrist were
taken to the Juvenile
Assessment Center.

Cab Driver
Pistol Whipped
Last Wednesday, a cab . Avenue, traveling down the
diver was pistol-whipped wrong side of the road, hopand locked in the truck of his ing someone would notice.
car.
According to the deputies,
According to the Hillsbo- Agan was commanded to
. rough County Sherifrs stop,,then ordered out of the
. Office, John Agan, 43, cab; He was put "into the
picked up two men before trunk of the cab,-and the two
stopping at a grocery store men, who had allegedly
on his way horne. One man robbed him, tqok off on foot.
sat in front and the.other in
Agan's wife, who he~rd
back.
the entire thing over the
. Deputies said as the cab · phone, go_t into .her vehicle ·
traveled down Fowler with 3 others and tried to
Avenue, Agan al.legedly '' findAgan.
.reported feeling a gun pressPeputies said Agan said.
ing against the back of his the".next thing he remernhead.
Agan, who had a wireless bered was staring out of his
Bluetooth device tucked in cab's trunk, kicking iit farni- _
his ear, activated his phone ly members ·and emergency
and his wife, Jesica, lis- responders who had gathtened to ·what was going on.
ered. He was taken to a local
Deputies said Agan tried hospital and treated for cutS ·
to bargain with the two men to his face and head.
but was struck twice. At that
· The suspects in the incitirne, he· swerved the cab .in dent were described as Black
the opposite lane of Florence · males with medium builds.
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3 Teenagers Charged In
Child's Shooting Death
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. STACY WILLIAMS, III
...3 teenagers charged in his
s~ooting d eath.

BRADENTON - . The
Manatee County Sherifr!>
Office has 3 suspects in custody, charging them in the
May 21st shooting death of
9-year-old Stacy Williams,
III.
· Willia ms was shot in the
back of the head as he r·ode
his bicycle and got caught in

the crossfire of a gang shooting that had erupted earlier
over a girl.
Charged as the gunman in
the shooting was 15-year-old
Orlando Valenzuela. Also
charged were J ohnny
Vasquez, 15, and Ashley
Rios, 16. All 3 are suspected
to be members of a gang.
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Woman Charged. In Be.a ting_zm
-· Death -Of Howard Porter mc:
~
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school at Sara.s ota Booker, ·
was found unconscious and
severely beaten in an alley.
He died 7 days after he wa~
found at a hospital.
Rewards totaling $25,000
had been ·announced· for
. information leading to the .
arrest and conviction of anyone connected to Porter's
killing.

Details of ·the arrest
haven't beeri released, but
authorities said
the1
woman
•
l
was convicted last •year .of
.fu.rnishing a]co?ol to a
mmor.
.
Police are still seeking
other suspects and have
recovered evidence . they
~ ~lieved to be connected to
:'?" ;)rter's death.
·
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ST. PAUL, MN -

Sunday evening, police in St.l!jl!J: : ~~~~~~~fi
Paul, Minnesota arrest a [
woman in connection with
the beating death of
Howard Porter•
Porter, who attended high

·.:· · The Law Offke5 · . , ,
·
· -.·of · . ·· · · · ·
·'A
~rew Shein, P.A.
,,,,,,,,,,.,,.,,..,,.,,..,..,.,,,,.,..,,,.,,,,,,_,...,..
: .

Uncle
Sandy
.
. Says .

220721st ave.· Tam• •· Fl33&05 • li13J248-1921
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•••suspect «::harged in his beatingdeath.

• Find You ACorner And Make
.Quick Monev In Acouple Of Hours
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3, 5, "Time ies. It's up to you,
7, 8, 17, 23, 27, 31. 32, 35,
43, 48, to be the navigator."

Tampa
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.CASH IN '3 DAYS FOR YOUR HOUSE!
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Day 1
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Submit Contract
...> -: The
Rehabber's Superstore will
:::)
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submit an . offer to buy your home.
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Day2
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Clear .T itle

a.

If offer is·· accepted the Rehabber's
Superstore will submit the contract
to the title company
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Day3
Cl~sing

Day

The title company will clear the title
then schedule a Closing .date. · ·A~ the
closing you will pick up your check!

lluv Houses and Houses ·tuv Me!

